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A Moving Target
lan Romanova, a new staff auditor, arrives onsite during the middle of a

whirlwind audit of Whirly-gigs Co., an entrepreneurial startup company with
a new hot product that is flying off the shelves just in time for the christmas
season. Whirly-gigs also make other products, but they don't sell nearly as
well as the primary product. This creates an inherent risk for the financials of
this company, since all of the eggs are in one figurative basket.

lan will be joining another senior auditor and staff auditor who have been
on this audit for months. Since lan is arriving mid-audit, many of the audit
planning procedures have already been started. lnitially, lan's firm planned to
complete the audit with just these two auditors in the field, but the plan has
changed-more people are needed. Once lan gets there and dives into the
numbers, he can see why.

For the audit of the inventory section to which lan has been assigned,
there are thousands, if not tens of thousands of transactions for the year.
lan scans the papers documenting the original materiality assessment and
plans substantive tests for the inventory area. He finds that the firm initially
assigned a medium risk to this area and therefore was not planning to do
extensive testing; instead, they planned to sample only a small part of the
population. However, once testing actually started, numerous exceptions
were found within other audit areas. As a result, the team decided to revise
the risk assessment and the materiality assessment, expand testing and bring
the extra testing,

From his review of the unaudited financial statements, lan sees that the company has just obtained an additional $10
million in private equity financing, by far the second largest amount on the balance sheet next to inventory. "Wow',
lan whispers to himself. When lan arrives onsite, he finds that all of the samples for review have been selected and
set aside prior to his arrival. Once he is sitting in front of the enormous stack of paperwork, thinking of how much
easier the sampling would have been, lan jokes to the partner on the audit, "How many vendor invoices can one staff
auditor review?" to which the partner responds, "Let's put it this way: if it were your $10 million, how many invoices
would you look at?"
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The auditor's responsibility section in an audit report includes two important
phrases (italicizedbelow) that are directly related to materiality and risk.

. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement.

The phrase obtain reasonable assurance is intended to inform users that auditors
do not guarantee or ensure the fair presentation of the financial statements. Some

risk that the financial statements are not fairly stated exists, even when the opinion
is unqualified.

The phrase free of material misstatemenf is intended to inform users that the
auditor's responsibility is limited to material financial information. Materiality is

important because it is impractical for auditors to provide assurances on immaterial
amounts.

Materiality and risk are fundamental to planning the audit and designing an audit
approach. In this chapter, we will show how these concepts fit into the planning phase

of the audit. Note that the topic of this chapter is closely related to earlier discussions
of auditort responsibilities, transaction cycles, and audit objectives (Chapter 6) and
planning the audit (Chapter 8).

In this chapter, we apply both materiality and risk to the concepts studied in
Chapter 6. We introduce the fifth step in planning the audit, which builds on the
first four steps that were coyered in Chapter 8. When auditors decide materiality and

assess risks, they use a considerable amount of the information acquired and docu-
mented during the first four parts of audit planning.

MATERIALITY
Materiality is a major consideration in determining the appropriate audit report to
issue. The concepts of materiality discussed in this chapter are directly related to
those we introduced in Chapter 3.

FASB Concept Statement 2 defines materiality as:

. The magnitude of an omission or misstatement of accounting information that,
in the light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable that the judgment
of a reasonable person relying on the information would have been changed or
influenced by the omission or misstatement. [italics added]

Because auditors are responsible for determining whether financial statements

are materially misstated, they must, upon discovering a material misstatement, bring
it to the client's attention so that a correction can be made. If the client refuses to

correct the statements, the auditor must issue a qualified or an adverse opinion,
depending on the materiality of the misstatement. To make such determinations,
auditors depend on a thorough knowledge of the application of materiality.

A careful reading of the FASB definition reveals the difficulty that auditors have

in applying materiality in practice. While the definition emphasizes reasonable users

who rely on the statements to make decisions, auditors must have knowledge of the
likely users of the client's statements and the decisions that are being made. For
example, if an auditor knows that financial statements will be relied on in a buy-sell
agreement for the entire business, the amount that the auditor considers material may
be smaller than that for an otherwise similar audit. In practice, of course, auditors
may not know who all the users are or what decisions they may make based on the
financial statements.

Determining materiality requires professional judgment. Auditors follow five

closely related steps in applying materiality, as shown in Figure 9-1. The auditor first

Apply the concept of
materiality to the audit.
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determines materiality for the financial statements as a whole. Second, the auditor
determines performance materiality which is materiality for segments of the audit
(classes of transactions, account balances or disclosures) as shown in the first bracket
of the figure. These two steps, which are part of planning, are our primary focus for
the discussion of materiality in this chapter. Step 3 occurs throughout the engagement,
when auditors estimate the amount of misstatements in each segment as they evaluate
audit evidence. Near the end of the audit, during the engagement completion phase,
auditors proceed through the final two steps. These latter three steps, as shown in the
second bracket in Figure 9-1, are part ofevaluating the results ofaudit tests.

MATERIALITY FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS A WHOLE
Auditing standards require auditors to decide on the combined amount of
misstatements in the financial statements that they would consider material early
in the audit as they are developing the overall strategy for the audit. We refer to this
as the preliminary judgment about materiality. It is called a preliminary judgment
about materiality because, although a professional opinion, it may change during the
engagement. This judgment must be documented in the audit files.

The preliminary judgment about materiality for the financial statements as a
whole (step I in Figure 9-1) is the maximum amount by which the auditor believes
the statements could be misstated and still not affect the decisions of reasonable
users. (Conceptually, this is an amount that is $1 less than materiality as defined by
the FASB. We define preliminary materiality in this manner for convenience.) This
judgment is one of the most important decisions the auditor makes, and it requires
considerable professional wisdom.

Auditors set a preliminary judgment about materiality to help plan the appropriate
evidence to accumulate. The lower the dollar amount of the preliminary judgment, the
more evidence required. Examine the financial statements of Hillsburg Hardware Co.,
in the glossy insert to the textbook. What combined amount of misstatements will affect

Make a preliminary
judgment about what
amounts to consider
material.

Steps in Applying Materiality
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Factors
Affecting Preliminary
Materiality Iudgment

decisions of reasonable users? Do you believe that a $100 misstatement will affect users'

decisions? If so, the amount of evidence required for the audit is likely to be beyond
that for which the management of Hillsburg Hardware is willing to pay. Do you believe

that a $10 million misstatement will be material? Most experienced auditors believe that
amount is far too large as a combined materiality amount in these circumstances.

During the audit, auditors often change the preliminary judgment about materiality.
We refer to this as the revised judgment about materiality. Auditors are likely to make

the revision because of changes in one of the factors used to determine the preliminary
judgment; that is because the auditor decides that the preliminary judgment was too large

or too small. For example, a preliminary judgment about materiality is often determined
before year-end and is based on prior years' financial statements or annualized interim
financial statement information. The judgment may be reevaluated after current financial
statements are available. Or, client circumstances may have changed due to qualitative
events, such as the issuance ofdebt that created a new class offinancial statement users.

Several factors affect the auditor's preliminary judgment about materiality for a given

set of financial statements. The most important of these are:

Materiality Is a Relative Rather Than an Absolute Concept A misstatement of
a given magnitude might be material for a small company, whereas the same dollar
misstatement could be immaterial for a large one. This makes it impossible to establish
dollar-value guidelines for a preliminary judgment about materiality that are appli-
cable to all audit clients. For example, a total misstatement of $10 million would be

extremely material for Hillsburg Hardware Co. because, as shown in their financial
statements, total assets are about $61 million and net income before taxes is less than
$6 million. A misstatement of the same amount is almost certainly immaterial for a

company such as IBM, which has total assets and net income of several billion dollars.

Benchmarks Are Needed for Evaluating Materiality Because materiality is relative,

it is necessary to have benchmarks for establishing whether misstatements are material.

Net income before taxes is often the primary benchmark for deciding what is material for
profit-oriented businesses because it is regarded as a critical item of information for users.

Some firms use a different primary benchmark, because net income often fluctuates

considerably from year to year and therefore does not provide a stable benchmark, or
when the entity is a not-for-profit organization. Other primary benchmarks include
net sales, gross profit, and total or net assets. After establishing a primary benchmark,

auditors should also decide whether the misstatements could materially affect the
reasonableness of other benchmarks such as current assets, total assets, current liabilities,
and owners' equity. Auditing standards require the auditor to document in the audit files

the preliminary judgment about materiality and the basis used to determine it.
Assume that for a given company, an auditor decided that a misstatement of

income before taxes of $ 100,000 or more would be material, but a misstatement would
need to be $250,000 or more to be material for current assets. It is not appropriate
for the auditor to use a preliminary judgment about materiality of $250,000 for both
income before taxes and current assets. Instead, the auditor must plan to find all
misstatements affecting income before taxes that exceed the preliminary judgment
about materiality of $ 100,000. Because almost all misstatements affect both the income
statement and balance sheet, the auditor uses a primary preliminary materiality level

of $100,000 for most tests. The only other misstatements that will affect current assets

are misclassifications within balance sheet accounts, such as misclassifying a long-
term asset as a current one. So, in addition to the primary preliminary judgment of
materiality of $100,000, the auditor will also need to plan the audit with the $250,000
preliminary judgment about materiality for misclassifications of current assets.

Qualitative Factors Also Affect Materiality Certain types of misstatements are

likely to be more important to users than others, even if the dollar amounts are the
same. For example:
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. Amounts involving fraud are usually considered more important than unin-
tentional errors of equal dollar amounts because fraud reflects on the honesty
and reliability of the management or other personnel involved. For example,
most users consider an intentional misstatement of inventory more important
than clerical errors in inventory of the same dollar amount.

. Misstatements that are otherwise minor may be material if there are possible
consequences arising from contractual obligations. Saythat networking capital
included in the financial statements is only a few hundred dollars more than
the required minimum in a loan agreement. If the correct net working capital
were less than the required minimum, putting the loan in default, the current
and noncurrent liability classifications would be materially affected.

. Misstatements that are otherwise immaterial may be material if they affect a trend
in earnings. For example, if reported income has increased 3 percent annually
for the past 5 years but income for the current year has declined 1 percent, that
change may be material. Similarly, a misstatement that would cause a loss to be
reported as a profit may be of concern.

Accounting and auditing standards do not provide specific materiality guidelines to
practitioners. The concern is that such guidelines might be applied without considering
all the complexities that should affect the auditor's final decision. However, in this
chapter, we do provide guidelines to illustrate the application of materiality. These
are intended only to heip you better understand the concept of applying materiality in
practice. The guidelines are stated in Figure 9-2 in the form of policy guidelines of a

lllustrative Guidelines
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lllustrative Materiality Guidelines

BERGER AND ANTHONY CPAs
Gary, lndiana 464O5

POLICY STATEMENT
No.32lC
Title : Moterio lity G u idel i nes

Charles G. Berger
Joe Anthony

Professional judgment is to be used at all times in setting and applying materiality guidelines.
As a general guideline, the following policies are to be applied:

l. The combined total of misstatements in the financial statements exceeding 6 percent is
normally considered material. A combined total of less than 3 percent is presumed to be
immaterial in the absence of qualitative factors. Combined misstatements between 3

Percent and 6 percent require the greatest amount of professional ludgment to determine
their materiality.

2. The 3 Percent to 6 percent must be measured in relation to the appropriate benchmark.
Many times there is more than one benchmark to which misstatements should be
compared. The following guides are recommended in selecting the appropriate benchmark:

a. lncome stotement. Combined misstatements in the income statement should
ordinarily be measured at 3 percent to 6 percent of operating income before taxes. A
guideline of 3 percent to 6 percent may be inappropriate in a year in which income is
unusually large or small. When operating income in a given year is not considered
representative, it is desirable to substitute as a benchmark a more representative
income measure. For example, average operating income for a J-year period may be
used as the benchmark.

b. Bolonce sheef. Combined misstatements in the balance sheet should originally be
evaluated for current assets, current liabilities, and total assets. For current assets and
current liabilities, the guidelines should be between 5 percent and 6 percent, applied
in the same way as for the income statement. For total assets, the guidelines should be
between I percent and 3 percent, applied in the same way as for the income statement.

5. Qualitative factors should be carefully evaluated on all audits. ln many instances, they are
more important than the guidelines applied to the income statement and balance sheet.
The intended uses of the financial statements and the nature of the information in the
statements, including footnotes, must be carefully evaluated.
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Application
to Hillsburg Hardware

CPA firm. Notice that the guidelines are formulas using one or more benchmarks and
a range ofpercentages. The application ofguidelines, such as the ones we present here,
requires considerable professional judgment.

Using the illustrative guidelines in Figure g-Z (p.271),let's examine a preliminary
judgment about materiality for Hillsburg Hardware Co. The guidelines are as follows:

Preliminary ludgment About Materiality (Rounded, in Thousands)

Minimum Maximum

Percentage DollarAmount Percentage DollarAmount

Earnings from operations
Current assets

Total assets

Current liabilities

3

3

I

3

$ zzt
1,531

614

396

$ 442
3,062
1,841

793

6

5

3

6

If the auditor for Hillsburg Hardware decides that the general guidelines are
reasonable, the first step is to evaluate whether any qualitative factors significantly affect
the materiality judgment. Assuming no qualitative factors exist, if the auditor concludes
at the end of the audit that combined misstatements of operating income before taxes
are less than $221,000, the statements will be considered fairly stated. If the combined
misstatements exceed $442,000, the statements will not be considered fairly stated. If the
misstatements are between $221,000 and $442,000, a more careful consideration of all
facts will be required. The auditor then applies the same process to the other three bases.

Determine performance
materiality during planning.

DETERMINE PERFORMANCE MATERIALITY
Performance materiality is defined as the amount(s) set by the auditor at less than
materiality for the financial statements as a whole to reduce to an appropriately low
level the probability that the aggregate of uncorrected and undetected misstatements
exceeds materiality for the financial statements as a whole. Determining performance
materiality (step 2 in Figure 9-1 on page269) is necessarybecause auditors accumulate
evidence by segments rather than for the financial statements as a whole, and the
level of performance materiality helps them decide the appropriate audit evidence to
accumulate. Performance materiality is inversely related to the amount of evidence
an auditor will accumulate. For an accounts receivable balance of $1,000,000, for
example, the auditor should accumulate more evidence if a misstatement of $50,000
is considered material than if $300,000 were considered material. However, if auditors
assigned the same level of materiality to each segment of the audit that was assigned
for the overall financial statements, there would likely be unidentified misstatements
that exceed materiality for the financial statements as a whole.

Performance materiality can vary for different classes of transactions, account
balances, or disclosures especially if there is a focus on a particular area. For example,
users of financial statements might expect disclosures of related-party transactions
involving the CEO or the purchase price of a newly-acquired subsidiary to be more
precise, and therefore auditors might set a lower materiality level in these audit areas.

In addition, overall audit assurance and the cost of audit evidence are considered
when determining performance materiality, as discussed further below.

We refer to the process of determining performance materiality as the allocation
of the preliminary judgment about materiality to segments in our discussion that
follows. Most practitioners allocate materiality to balance sheet rather than income
statement accounts, because most income statement misstatements have an equal
effect on the balance sheet due to the nature of double-entry accounting. For example,
a $20,000 overstatement of accounts receivable is also a $20,000 oyerstatement of sales.
It is inappropriate to allocate the preliminary judgment to both income statement and
balance sheet accounts because doing so will result in double counting. This enables
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auditors to allocate materiality to either income statement or balance sheet accounts.
Because most audit procedures focus on balance sheet accounts, materiality should be
allocated only to balance sheet accounts.

The determination of performance materiality is based on professional judg-
ment and reflects the amount of misstatement an auditor is willing to accept in
a particular segment. For example, if an auditor decides to allocate $100,000 of a

total preliminary judgment about materiality of $200,000 to accounts receivable,
this means the auditor is willing to consider accounts receivable fairly stated if it
is misstated by $100,000 or less. PCAOB auditing standards refer to this amount as

tolerable misstatement, whereas AICPA standards define tolerable misstatement as

the application of performance materiality to a particular sampling procedure. We
use the term performance materiality rather than tolerable misstatement throughout
this chapter to be consistent with AICPA and IAASB standards.

Auditors face three major difficulties in allocating materiality to balance sheet
accounts:

1. Auditors expect certain accounts to have more misstatements than others.
2. Both overstatements and understatements must be considered.
3. Relative audit costs affect the allocation.

Al1 three of these difficulties are considered in the allocation in Figure 9-3. It
is worth keeping in mind that at the end of the audit, the auditor must combine all
actual and estimated misstatements and compare them to the preliminary judgment
about materiality. In determining performance materiality levels, the auditor is
attempting to do the audit as efficiently as possible.

Performance Materiality Levels for Hillsburg Hardware Co.

Balance Performance
l2-Il-I5 Materiality

(in Thousands) (in Thousands)

Cash

Trade accounts receivable (net)

lnventories

Other cunent assets

Property, plant, and equipment
Total assets

Trade accounts payable

Notes payable-total
Accrued payroll and payroll tax

Accrued interest and dividends payable

Other Iiabilities

Capital stock and capital in excess of par

Retained earnings

Total liabilities and equity

$ 4,720 90 (e)

28,300 6 (a)

1,470 60 (c)

2,050 6 (a)

2,364 72 (c)

8,s00 6 (a)

13,963 NA (f)

$61,367 $884

NA = Not applicable.

(a) Small performance materiality because account can be completely audited at low cost and no misstatements

are expected.

(b) Large performance materiality because account is large and requires extensive sampling to audit the account.
(c) Large performance materiality as a percent of account because account can be verified at extremely low cost,

probably with analytical procedures.

(d) Small performance materiality as a percent of account balance because most of the balance is in land and

buildings, which is unchanged from the prior year and need not be audited further this year.

(e) Moderately large performance materiality because a relatively large number of misstatements are expected.
(f) Notapplicable-retainedearningsisaresidual accountthatisaffectedbythenetamountof the

misstatements in the other accounts.
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Allocation lllustrated Figure 9-3 illustrates the allocation approach used to establish different performance
_materiality levels across segments of the financial statements for the audit of Hillsburg
Hardware Co. It summarizes the balance sheet, combining certain accounts, and
shows the allocation of total materiality of $442,000 (6 percent of earnings from
operations). Moore's allocation approach uses judgment in the allocation, subject to
the following two arbitrary requirements established by Berger and Anthony, CPAs:

. Performance materiality for any account cannot exceed 60 percent of the
preliminary judgment (60 percent of $442,000 = $265,000, rounded).

. The sum of all performance materiality levels cannot exceed twice the pre-
liminary judgment about materiality (2 x $442,000 = $884,000).

The first requirement keeps the auditor from allocating all of preliminary materiality
to one account. If, for example, all of the preliminary judgment of $442,000 is allocated
to trade accounts receivable, a$442,000 misstatement in that account will be acceptable.
However, it may not be acceptable to have such a large misstatement in one account,
and even if it is acceptable, it does not allow for any misstatements in other accounts.

There are two reasons for the second requirement, permitting the sum of
performance materiality to exceed overall materiality:

'Itisunlikelythatallaccountswillbemisstatedbythefullamountofperformance
materiality. If, for example, other current assets have a performance materiality
of $100,000 but no misstatements are found in auditing those accounts, it
means that the auditor, after the fact, could have allocated zero or a small
performance materiality to other current assets. It is common for auditors to
find fewer misstatements than performance materiality.

. Some accounts are likely to be overstated, whereas others are likely to be understated,
resulting in a net amount that is likely to be less than the preliminary judgment.

Notice in the allocation that the auditor is concerned about the combined effect
on operating income of the misstatement of each balance sheet account. An over-
statement of an asset account will therefore have the same effect on the income
statement as an understatement of a liability account. In contrast, a misclassification
in the balance sheet, such as a classification ofa note payable as an account payable,
will have no effect on operating income. Therefore, the materiality of items not
affecting the income statement must be considered separately.

Figure 9-3 (p. 273) also includes the rationale that Moore followed in deciding
performance materiality for each account. For example, she concluded that it was
acceptable to assign a small amount of performance materiality to notes payable, even
though it is as large as inventories. If she had assigned $132,500 to each of those two
accounts, more evidence would have been required in inventories, but the confirmation
of the balance in notes payable would still have been necessary. It was therefore more
efficient to allocate $265,000 to inventories and a small amount to notes payable.
Similarly, she allocated $60,000 to other current assets and accrued payroll and payroll
tax, both of which are large compared with the recorded account balance. Moore did so
because she believes that these accounts can be verified within $60,000 by using only
analytical procedures, which are low cost. If performance materiality were set lower, she

would have to use more costly audit procedures such as inspection and confirmation.
In practice, it is often difficult to predict in advance which accounts are most

likely to be misstated and whether misstatements are likely to be overstatements or
understatements. Similarly, the relative costs of auditing different account balances
often cannot be determined. It is therefore a difficult professional judgment to
allocate the preliminary judgment about materiality to accounts. Accordingly, many
accounting firms have developed rigorous guidelines and sophisticated methods for
doing so. These guidelines also help ensure the auditor appropriately documents the
overall materiality level and performance materiality levels and the factors considered
in determining those amounts in the audit files.
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To summarize, the purpose of allocating the preliminary judgment about
materiality to balance sheet accounts is to help the auditor decide the appropriate
evidence to accumulate for each account on both the balance sheet and income
statement. An aim of the allocation is to minimize audit costs without sacrificing
audit quality. Regardless of how the allocation is done, when the audit is completed,
the auditor must be confident that the combined misstatements in all accounts are
less than or equal to the preliminary (or revised) judgment about materiality.

WITH PRELIMINARY IUDGMENT
The first two steps in applying materiality involve planning (see Figure 9-1 on page
269) and are our primary concern in this chapter. The last three steps result from
performing audit tests. These steps are introduced here and discussed in more detail
in subsequent chapters.

When auditors perform audit procedures for each segment of the audit, they
document all misstatements found. Misstatements in an account can be of two types:
known misstatements and likely misstatements. Known misstatements are those
where the auditor can determine the amount of the misstatement in the account. For
example, when auditing property, plant, and equipment, the auditor may identify
capitalizedleased equipment that should be expensed because it is an operating lease.
There are two types of likely misstatements. The first are misstatements that arise
from differences between management's and the auditor's judgment about estimates
of account balances. Examples are differences in the estimate for the allowance
for uncollectible accounts or for warranty liabilities. The second are projections of
misstatements based on the auditor's tests of a sample from a population. For example,
assume the auditor finds six client misstatements in a sample of 200 in testing
inventory costs. The auditor uses these misstatements to estimate the total likely
misstatements in inventory (step 3). The total is called an estimate or a "projection"
or "extrapolation" because only a sample, rather than the entire population, was
audited. The projected misstatement amounts for each account are combined on the
worksheet (step 4), and then the combined likely misstatement is compared with
materiality (step 5).

Table 9-1 (p.276) illustrates the last three steps in applying materiality. For simplicity,
only three accounts are included. The misstatement in cash of $2,000 is a known
misstatement related to unrecorded bank service charges detected by the auditor. Unlike
for cash, the misstatements for accounts receivable and inventory are based on samples.
The auditor calculates likely misstatements for accounts receivable and inventory using
known misstatements detected in those samples. To illustrate the calculation, assume that
in auditing inventory the auditor found $3,500 of net overstatement amounts in a sample
of $50,000 of the total population of $450,000. The $3,500 identified misstatement is a
known misstatement. To calculate the estimate of the likely misstatements for the total
population of $450,000, the auditor makes a direct projection of the known misstatement
from the sample to the population and adds an estimate for sampling error. The
calculation of the direct projection estimate of misstatement is:

ESTIMATE MISSTATEMENT AND COMPARE

Total recordeo Direct Projection

x population value = -:i]l::]: :1.
1$aso,ooo; mrsstatement

($3 1,500)

(Note that the direct projection of likely misstatement for accounts receivable of
$12,000 is not illustrated.)

The estimate for sampling error results because the auditor has sampled only
a portion of the population and there is a risk that the sample does not accurately

Net misstatements in the sample ($a,SOO;

Total sampled ($50,000)
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lllustration of Comparison of Estimated Total Misstatement to
Preliminary ludgment about Materiality

Performance KnownMisstatement
Materiality and Direct Projection Sampling Error Total

Cash $4,000 $2,000 $ NA $2,000
Accounts receivable 20,000 12,000 6,000 18,000

lnventory 36,000 51,500 15,750 47,250

Total estimated
misstatement amount $45,500 $'16,800 $62,300

Preliminary judgment

about materiality $50,000

NA: Not applicable.
Cash audited 100 percent.

represent the population. (We'll discuss this in more detail in chapters 15 and 17). In
this simplified example, we'll assume the estimate for sampling error is 50 percent of
the direct projection of the misstatement amounts for the accounts where sampling
was used (accounts receivable and inventory). There is no sampling error for cash
because the total amount of misstaternent is known, not estimated.

In combining the misstatements in Table 9-1, we can observe that the known mis-
statements and direct projection of likely misstatements for the three accounts adds
to $45,500. However, the total sampling error is less than the sum of the individual
sampling errors. This is because sampling error represents the maximum misstate-
ment in account details not audited. It is unlikely that this maximum misstatement
amount exists in all accounts subjected to sampling.

Table 9-l shows that total estimated likely misstatement of $62,300 exceeds the
preliminary judgment about materiality of $50,000. The major area of difficulty
is inventory, where estimated misstatement of $47,250 is significantly greater than
performance materiality of $36,000. Because the estimated combined misstatement
exceeds the preliminary judgment, the financial statements are not acceptable. The
auditor can either determine whether the estimated likely misstatement actually
exceeds $50,000 by performing additional audit procedures or require the client to
make an adjustment for estimated misstatements. If the auditor decides to perform
additional audit procedures, they will be concentrated in the inventory area.

If the estimated net overstatement amount for inventory had been $28,000 ($tS,OOO

plus $10,000 sampling error), the auditor probably would not have needed to expand
audit tests because it would have met both the tests of performance materiality ($f 0,OOO;

and the preliminary judgment about materiality ($2,000 + $18,000 + $28,000 = $48,000
< $50,000). In fact, the auditor would have had some leewaywith that amount because

the results of cash and accounts receivable procedures indicate that those accounts are

within their performance materiality limits. If the auditor approaches the audit of the
accounts in a sequential manner, the findings of the audit of accounts audited earlier
can be used to revise the performance materiality established for accounts audited
later. In the illustration, if the auditor had audited cash and accounts receivable before
inventories, performance materiality for inventories could have been increased.

AUDIT RISK
at:

Define risk in auditing

Auditing standards require the auditor to obtain an understanding of the entity
and its environment, including its internal control, to assess the risk of material
misstatements in the client's financial statements. Chapter 8 described how the auditor
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gains an understanding of the client's business and industry to assess client business
risk and the risk of material misstatements.

As we saw in Chapter 8, auditors accept some level of risk or uncertainty in perform-
ing the audit function. The auditor recognizes, for example, the inherent uncertainty
about the appropriateness ofevidence, uncertainty about the effectiveness ofa client's
internal controls, and uncertainty about whether the financial statements are fairly stated
when the audit is completed. An effective auditor recognizes that risks exist and deals
with those risks in an appropriate manner. Most risks auditors encounter are difficult to
measure and require careful consideration before the auditor can respond appropriately.
Responding to these risks properly is critical to achieving a high-quality audit.

Auditing standards require the auditor to assess the risk of material misstatements
at the overall financial statement level as well as the relevant assertion level for
classes of transactions, account balances, and disclosures. Recall from Chapter 6
that the auditor develops audit objectives for each assertion. Thus, our references to
audit objectives encompass the assertions for classes of transactions, balances, and
presentation and disclosure. Auditors consider these risks in planning procedures
to obtain audit evidence primarily by applying the audit risk model. The model is
introduced here and discussed in greater detail later in the chapter. You will need
a thorough understanding of the model to conduct effective audit planning and to
master the content presented in the remaining chapters of this book.

The audit risk model helps auditors decide how much and what types of evidence
to accumulate for each relevant audit objective. It is usually stated as follows:

where:

PDR= AAR

IRxCR

PDR = planned detection risk

AAR = acceptable audit risk

IR = inherent risk

CR = control risk

Figure g-+ @.278) shows the relationship between the audit risk model and the
understanding of the client's business and industry discussed in Chapter 8. Auditors
use the audit risk model to further identify the potential for misstatements in the
overall financial statements and at the audit objective level for specific account balances,
classes of transactions, and disclosures where misstatements are most likely to occur.

Before we discuss the audit risk model components, review the illustration for a
hypothetical company in Table 9-2 (p.279).The auditor assesses risks at the overall
financial statement level and at the audit objective level. Table 9-2 illustrates how the
auditor might begin by considering risks at the transaction (cycle) level. The auditor will
also consider differences in risk levels across various audit objectives within an individual
class of transactions. For example, risks related to the existence of sales maybe greater
than risks related to accuracy of sales. Let's walk through the illustration point by point:

' The first row in the table shows the differences among cycles in the frequency
and size of expected misstatements (A). Almost no misstatements are expected
in payroll and personnel, but many are expected in inventory and warehousing.
It is possible that the payroll transactions are routine, while considerable com-
plexities exist in recording and valuing inventory.

' Similarly, internal control is believed to differ in effectiveness among the five cycles
(B). For example, internal controls in payroll and personnel are considered highly
effective, whereas those in inventory and warehousing are considered ineffective.

' Finally, the auditor has decided on a low willingness that material misstatements
exist after the audit is complete for all five cycles (C). It is common for auditors

Audit Risk Model
for Planning

lllustration Concerning
Risks and Evidence
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Audit Risk Model and Understanding the Client's Business and
lndustry

lndustry and External Environment
Understand Client's

Business and lndustry

Business Operations and Processes

Assess Risk of
Material Misstatements

to want an equally low likelihood of misstatements for each cycle after the
audit is finished to permit the issuance of an unqualified opinion.

. These considerations (A, B, C) affect the auditor's decision about the appro-
priate nature, timing, and extent of evidence to accumulate (D). For example,
because the auditor expects few misstatements in payroll and personnel (A)

and internal controls are effective (B), the auditor plans for less evidence (D)
than for inventory and warehousing.

Following is a numerical example for discussion. The numbers used are for the
inventory and warehousing cycle in Table 9-2.

IR = 100o/o

CR = 100%

AAR= 5o/o

PDR = '05 
=.05 or 5%o

1.0 x 1.0

Note that the assessments in Table 9-2 are not in numerical form. Although
risk model assessments may be quantitative or nonquantitative, most firms prefer
nonquantitative assessments of risk (such as low, moderate, and high) due to the
difficulty in precisely quantifying measures of risk.

AUDIT RISK MODEL COMPONENTS
Each of the four risks in the audit risk model is sufficiently important to merit
detailed discussion. This section briefly discusses all four to provide an overview of
the risks. Acceptable audit risk and inherent risk are discussed in greater detail later
in this chapter. Control risk is examined in Chapter 10.

Describe the audit risk
model and its components.
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lllustration of Differing Evidence Among Cycles

lnventoryand Capital
Payroll and lltlarehouslng Acquisitlon and
Personnel Cycle Cycle Repayrnent Cycle

Auditor's assessment of
expectation of material
misstatement before

considering internal control
(inherent risk)

Expect some
misstatements

(medium)

Expect many
misstatements

(hish)

Expect few
misstatements

(low)

Expect many Expect few
misstatements misstatements

(high) (low)

High

effectiveness

(low)

High

effectiveness

(low)

Auditor's assessment of
effectiveness of internal Y:o':'

B controls to prevent or detect ellectlveness

material misstatements
(control risk) (medrum)

Low

effectiveness

(hish)

Medium
effectiveness

(medium)

Auditor's willingness to
permit material misstate-
ments to exist after
completing the audit
(acceptable audit risk)

Low
willingness

(low)

Low

willingness

(low)

Low

willingness

(low)

Low

willingness

(low)

Low

willingness

(low)

Extent of evidence the
auditor plans to accumulate
(planned detection risk)

Medium level

(medium)

Medium level

(medium)

Low level

(high)

High level

(low)

Medium level

(medium)

Planned detection risk is the risk that audit evidence for an audit objective will fail
to detect misstatements exceeding performance materiality. There are two key points
to know about planned detection risk.

Planned detection risk is dependent on the other three factors in the model. It
will change only if the auditor changes one of the other risk model factors.

Planned detection risk determines the amount of substantive evidence that the
auditor plans to accumulate, inversely with the size of planned detection risk. If
planned detection risk is reduced, the auditor needs to accumulate more evidence to
achieve the reduced planned risk. For example, in Table 9-2, planned detection risk
(D) is low for inventory and warehousing, which causes planned evidence to be high.
The opposite is true for payroll and personnel.

In the preceding numerical example, the planned detection risk (PDR) of .05
means the auditor plans to accumulate evidence until the risk of misstatements
exceeding performance materiality is reduced to 5 percent. If control risk (CR) were
.50 instead of 1.0, planned detection risk (PDR) would be .10, and planned evidence
could therefore be reduced.

Inherent risk measures the auditor's assessment of the susceptibility of an assertion
to material misstatement, before considering the effectiveness of related internal
controls. If the auditor concludes that a high likelihood of misstatement exists, the
auditor will conclude that inherent risk is high. Internal controls are ignored in setting
inherent risk because they are considered separately in the audit risk model as control
risk. In Table 9-2, inherent risk (A) was assessed high for acquisitions and payments
and inventory and warehousing and lower for payroll and personnel and capital
acquisition and repayment. Such assessments are typically based on discussions with
management, knowledge of the company, and results in audits of previous years.

Inherent risk is inversely related to planned detection risk and directly related
to evidence. Inherent risk for inventory and warehousing in Table 9-2 is high, which
results in a lower planned detection risk and more planned evidence than if inherent
risk were lower. We'll examine this in greater detail later in the chapter.

Ptanned
Detection Risk

lnherent Risk
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Control Risk

Acceptable Audit Risk

In addition to increasing audit evidence for a higher inherent risk in a given audit

area, auditors commonly assign more experienced staff to that area and review the

completed audit tests more thoroughly. For example, if inherent risk for inventory

obsolescence is extremely high, it makes sense for the CPA firm to assign an

experienced staff person to perform more extensive tests for inventory obsolescence

and to more carefully review the audit results.

Control risk measures the auditort assessment of the risk that a material misstatement

could occur in an assertion and not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by the

client's internal controls. Assume that the auditor concludes that internal controls are

completely ineffective to prevent or detect misstatements. That is the likely conclusion

for invenrory and warehousing (B) in Table 9-2 (p.279). The auditor will therefore

assign a high, perhaps 100 percent, risk factor to control risk. The more effective the

internal controls, the lower the risk factor that can be assigned to control risk.

The audit risk model shows the close relationship between inherent and control
risks. For example, an inherent risk of 40 percent and a control risk of 60 percent

affect planned ditection risk and planned evidence the same as an inherent risk of 60

p"r."rt and a control risk of 40 percent. In both cases, multiplying IR by CR results in a

denominator in the audit risk model of 24 percent. The combination of inherent risk and

control risk is referred to in auditing standards as the risk of material misstatements.

The auditor may make a combined assessment of the risk of material misstatements or

the auditor can separately assess inherent risk and control risk. (Remember, inherent

risk is the expectation of misstatem entsbefore considering the effect of internal control.)

As with inherent risk, the relationship between control risk and planned detection

risk is inverse, whereas the relationship between control risk and substantive evidence

is direct. If the auditor concludes that internal controls are effective, planned

detection risk can be increased and evidence therefore decreased. The auditor can

increase planned detection risk when controls are effective because effective internal

controls reduce the likelihood of misstatements in the financial statements.

Before auditors can set control risk less than 100 percent, they must obtain an

understanding of internal control, evaluate how well it should function based on the

understanding, and test the internal controls for effectiveness. Obtaining an understaldin-g

of internal control is required for all audits. The latter two are assessment of control risk

steps that are required only when the auditor assesses control risk below maximum.
Auditors of lirger public companies choose to rely extensively on controls because

they must test the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to satisfy^

Sartanes-Oxley Act requirements. Auditors of other companies and other types of
entities are also likely to rely on controls that are effective, especially when day-to-

day transaction processing involves highly automated procedures. When controls

u.. lik.ly to be ineffective ind inherent risk is high, the use of the audit risk model

causes the auditor to decrease planned detection risk and thereby increase planned

evidence. We devote the entire next chapter to understanding internal control,

assessing control risk, and evaluating their impact on evidence requirements.

Acceptable audit risk is a measure of how willing the auditor is to accept that the

financial statements may be materially misstated after the audit is completed and an

unqualified opinion has been issued. When auditors decide on a lower acceptable

audit risk, they want to be more certain that the financial statements are not materially
misstated. Zero risk is certainty, and a 100 percent risk is complete uncertainty.
Complete assurance (zero risk) of the accvracy of the financial statements is not

economically practical. Moreover, as we discussed in Chapter 6, the auditor cannot

guarantee the complete absence of material misstatements.

Often, auditors refer to the term audit assurance (also called overall assurance

or level of assurance) instead of acceptable audit risk. Audit assurance or any of
the equivalent terms is the complement of acceptable audit risk, that is, one minus
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acceptable audit risk. In other words, acceptable audit risk of 2 percent is the same as
audit assurance of98 percent.

The concept of acceptable audit risk can be more easily understood by thinking
in terms of a large number of audits, say, 10,000. What portion of these audits can
include material misstatements without having an adverse effect on society? Certainly,
the portion is below 10 percent. It is probably much closer to 1 percent or less. If an
auditor believes that the appropriate percentage is 1 percent, then acceptable audit
risk should be set at 1 percent, or perhaps lower, based on the specific ciriumstances.

When employing the audit risk model, there is a direct relationship between
acceptable audit risk and planned detection risk, and an inyerse relationship between
acceptable audit risk and planned evidence. Ifthe auditor decides to reduce acceptable
audit risk, planned detection risk is thereby reduced, and planned evidence must be
increased. For a client with lower acceptable audit risk, iuditors also often assign
more experienced staff or review the audit files more extensively.

There are important distinctions in how the auditor assesses the four risk factors in
the audit risk model. For acceptable audit risk, the auditor decides the risk the CpA
firm is willing to take that the financial statements are misstated after the audit is
completed, based on certain client related factors. An example of a client where the
auditor will accept very little risk (low acceptable audit risk) is for an initial public
offering. We will discuss factors affecting acceptable audit risk shortly. Inherent
risk and control risk are based on auditors' expectations or predictions of client
conditions. An example of a high inherent risk is inventory that has not been sold for
two years. An example of a low control risk is adequate separation of duties between
asset custody and accounting. The auditor cannot change these client conditions,
but can only make a likelihood assessment. Inherent risk factors are discussed later
in the chapter and control risk is covered in Chapter 10. Detection risk is dependent
completely on the other three risks. It can be determined only after the auditor
assesses the other three risks.

Distinction
Among Risks in the

Audit Risk Model

Auditors must decide the appropriate acceptable audit risk for an audit, preferably
during audit planning. First, auditors decide engagement risk and then use engage-
ment risk to modify acceptable audit risk.

Engagement risk is the risk that the auditor or audit f,rm will suffer harm after the
audit is finished, even though the audit report was correct. Engagement risk is closely
related to client business risk, which was discussed in chapter 8. For example, if a
client declares bankruptcy after an audit is completed, the likelihood of a lawsuit
against the cPA firm is reasonably high, even if the quality of the audit was high.

It is worth noting that auditors disagree about whether engagement risk
should be considered in planning the audit. Opponents of modifying evidence for
engagement risk contend that auditors do not provide audit opinions for different
levels of assurance and therefore should not provide more or less assurance because of
engagement risk. Proponents contend that it is appropriate for auditors to accumulate
additional evidence, assign more experienced personnel, and review the audit more
thoroughly on audits where legal exposure is high or other potential adverse actions
affecting the auditor exist, as long as the assurance level is not decreased below a
reasonably high level when low engagement risk exists.

When auditors modify evidence for engagement risk, it is done by control of acceptable
audit risk. We believe that a reasonably low acceptable audit risk is always desirable,
but in some circumstances an eyen lower risk is needed because of engagement risk
factors. Research points to several factors affecting engagement risk and, therefore,
acceptable audit risk. Only three of those are discussed here: the degree to which

ASSESSING ACCEPTABLE AUDIT RISK

lmpact of
Engagement Risk on

Acceptable Audit Risk

Factors Affecting
Acceptable Audit Risk

281

Consider the impact
of engagement risk on
acceptable audit risk.
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external users rely on the statements, the likelihood that a client will have financial
difficulties after the audit report is issued, and the integrity of management.

The Degree to Which External Users Rely on the Statements When external
users place heavy reliance on the financial statements, it is appropriate to decrease

acceptable audit risk. When the statements are heavily relied on, a great social
harm can result if a significant misstatement remains undetected in the financial
statements. Auditors can more easily justify the cost of additional evidence when
the loss to users from material misstatements is substantial. Several factors are good

indicators of the degree to which statements are relied on by external users:

. Client's size. Generally speaking, the larger a client's operations, the more
widely the statements are used. The client's size, measured by total assets or
total revenues, will have an effect on acceptable audit risk.

. Distribution of ownership. The statements of publicly held corporations are

normally relied on by many more users than those of closely held corporations.
For these companies, the interested parties include the SEC, financial analysts,

and the general public.
. Nature and amount of liabilities. When statements include a large amount of

liabilities, they are more likely to be used extensively by actual and potential
creditors than when there are few liabilities.

The Likelihood That a Client Will Have Financial Difficulties After the Audit
Report Is Issued If a client is forced to file for bankruptcy or suffers a significant
loss after completion of the audit, auditors face a greater chance of being required to
defend the quality of the audit than if the client were under no financial strain. The
natural tendency for those who lose money in a bankruptcy, or because of a stock
price reversal, is to file suit against the auditor. This can result both from the honest

belief that the auditor failed to conduct an adequate audit and from the users' desire

to recoyer part oftheir loss regardless ofthe adequacy ofthe audit work.
In situations in which the auditor believes the chance of financial failure or loss

is high and a corresponding increase in engagement risk occurs, acceptable audit risk
should be reduced. If a subsequent challenge occurs, the auditor will be in a better posi-

tion to defend the audit results successfully. Total audit evidence and costs will increase,

but this is justifiable because of the additional risk of lawsuits that the auditor faces.

It is difficult for an auditor to predict financial failure before it occurs, but certain
factors are good indicators ofits increased probability:

. Liquidity position.If a client is constantly short of cash and working capital,

it indicates a future problem in paying bills. The auditor must assess the

likelihood and significance of a steadily declining liquidity position.
. Profits (losses) in previous years. When a company has rapidly declining profits

or increasing losses for several years, the auditor should recognize the future
solvency problems that the client is likely to encounter. It is also important
to consider the changing profits relative to the balance remaining in retained
earnings.

. Method of financing growth. The more a client relies on debt as a means of
financing, the greater the risk of financial difficulty if the client's operating
success declines. Auditors should evaluate whether fixed assets are being
financed with short- or long-term loans, as large amounts of required cash

outflows during a short time can force a company into bankruptcy.
. Nature of the client's operations. Certain types of businesses are inherently

riskier than others. For example, other things being equal, a start-up technology
company dependent on one product is much more likely to go bankrupt than a

diversifi ed food manufacturer.
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GROUPON: A
TIGHTNING-ROD

CLIENT

Groupon, lnc., started in 2008, is an lnternet-
based Iocal marketplace that connects merchants
to consumers by offering goods and services at a

discount. The company has grown rapidly since
its formation in October 2008. However, when
the company was going public in 201 '1 

, it would
have been classified as an audit client with high
inherent risk: an internet-based business model,
an upcoming initial public offering (tpO), top
management turnover, low working capital, and
aggressive accounting practices, just to mention a

few of the indicators.
Groupon offers deep-discount deals online

for local and national retailers. When a customer
purchases a deal, Croupon keeps a portion of the
proceeds and forwards the remainder on to the
retailer. Prior to going public, Croupon recorded
revenue for the entire amount of proceeds
received despite owing a portion to the retailer, an
aggressive practice that was deemed acceptable
by their auditors, but ultimately found not
acceptable by the SEC. The SEC forced Croupon
to amend its registration statement prior to their
IPO and reduce sales revenue by approximately
50 percent. ln fact, Groupon had to amend

its registration statement eight times before it
eventually went public in November 201 l. The SEC

also disagreed with the Company's inclusion of a

non-GMP income measure in their registration
statement. Groupon touted "adjusted consolidated
segment operating income," which was essentially
income before selling, general and administrative
expenses, which the SEC understandably argued
was misleading to potential investors.

Their financial reporting troubles did not end
with the lPO. The company had to revise its fourth
quarter 201 I earnings release prior to issuing
audited results for the year because they failed
to sufficiently reserve for customer refunds on
higher-priced items. Company management also
reported a material weakness in internal control
in their 201 I financial statements. All of this led to
an investor lawsuit against Groupon, and a drop
in stock price, in April2012. The news headline
that followed was appropriate: "GRPN is Now Half
Price Without a Groupon."
-s";rc.t''i.H;;i". M.Kfi;%;orfiIE;rt & -*--

Young's Accounting Challenged Client," Forbes (April
23,2012);2. Joan Lappin, "CRPN is Now Half price

Without a Groupon," Forbes.com (April 23,2012)

' Competence of management. Competent management is constantly alert for
potential financial difficulties and modifies its operating methods to minimize
the effects of short-run problems. Auditors must assess the ability of manage-
ment as apart of the evaluation of the likelihood of bankruptcy.

The Auditor's Evaluation of Management's Integrity As we discussed in
Chapter 8 as a part of new client investigation and continuing client evaluation, if
a client has questionable integrity, the auditor is likely to assess a lower acceptable
audit risk. Companies with low integrity often conduct their business affairi in a
manner that results in conflicts with their stockholders, regulators, and customers.
In turn, these conflicts often reflect on the users' perceived quality of the audit and
can result in lawsuits and other disagreements. A prior criminal conviction of key
management personnel is an obvious example of questionable management integrity.
Other examples of questionable integrity might include frequent disagreements with
previous auditors, the Internal Revenue Service, and the SEC. Frequent turnover of
key financial and internal audit personnel and ongoing conflicts with labor unions
and employees may also indicate integrity problems.

To assess acceptable audit risk, the auditor must first assess each of the factors affecting
acceptable audit risk. Table 9-3 (p. 28$ illustrates the methods used by auditori
to assess each of the three factors already discussed. After examining Table 9-3,
it is easy to observe that the assessment of each of the factors is highli subjective,
meaning overall assessment of acceptable audit risk is also highly subjective.
A typical evaluation of acceptable audit risk is high, medium, or low, where a
low acceptable audit risk assessment means a "risky" ilient requiring more extensive
evidence, assignment of more experienced personnel, and/or a more extensive review
of audit documentation. As the engagement progresses, auditors obtain additional
information about the client, and acceptable audit risk may be modified.

Making the Acceptable
Audit Risk Decision
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Methods Practitioners Use to Assess Acceptable Audit Risk

Methods Used to Assess Acceptable Audit Risk

External users' reliance
on financial statements

. Examine the financial statements, including footnotes, such

as the Form I0K for a publicly held company.
. Read minutes of board of directors meetings to determine

future plans.
. Read financial analysts' rePorts for a publicly held company.
. Discuss financing plans with management.

. Analyze the financial statements for financial difficulties
using ratios and other analytical procedures.

. Examine historical and projected cash flow statements for
the nature of cash inflows and outflows.

Management integrity Follow the procedures discussed in Chapter 8 for client
acceptance and continuance.

Consider the impact of
several factors on the
assessment of inherent risk.

ASSESSING INHERENT RISK

Factors Affecting
lnherent Risk

The inclusion of inherent risk in the audit risk model is one of the most important
concepts in auditing. It implies that auditors should attempt to predict where

misstatements are most and least likely in the financial statement segments. This

information affects the amount of evidence that the auditor needs to accumulate, the

assignment of staff and the review of audit documentation.

The auditor must assess the factors that make up the risk and modify audit evidence

to take them into consideration. The auditor should consider several major factors

when assessing inherent risk:

. Nature of the client's business

. Results of previous audits

. Initial versus repeat engagement

. Related parties

. Complex or nonroutine transactions

. fudgment required to correctly record account balances and transactions

. Makeup of the population

. Factors related to fraudulent financial reporting

. Factors related to misappropriation of assets

Nature of the Client's Business Inherent risk for certain audit objectives is affected

by the nature of the client's business. For example, an electronics manufacturer faces

agreater likelihood ofobsolete inventory than a steel fabricator does. Inherent risk is

most likely to vary from business to business for accounts such as inventory, accounts

and loans receivable, investments, and property, plant, and equipment. The nature

of the client's business should have little or no effect on inherent risk for accounts

such as cash, notes, and mortgages payable. Information gained while obtaining
knowledge about the client's business and industry and assessing client business risk,

as discussed in Chapter 8, is useful for assessing this factor.

Results of Previous Audits Misstatements found in the previous year's audit

have a high likelihood of occurring again in the current year's audit, because many

types of misstatements are systemic in nature, and organizations are often slow in

-ukirrg changes to eliminate them. Therefore, an auditor is negligent if the results of
the preceding y"u." audit are ignored during the development of the current year's
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audit program. For example, if the auditclr found significant inventory valuation
misstatements in last year's audit, the auditor will likely assess inherent risk as high
in the current year's audit, and extensive testing will have to be done u, u -.ui,of determining whether the deficiency in the client's system has been corrected. If
however, the auditor found no misstatements for the past several years in conducting
tests of an audit area, the auditor is justified in reducing inherent risk, provided thai
changes in relevant circumstances have not occurred.

Initial Versus Repeat Engagement Auditors gain experience and knowledge about
the likelihood of misstatements after auditing a client for several years. ThJ lack of
previous years' audit results causes most auditors to assess a higher inherent risk for
initial audits than for repeat engagements in which no material misstatements were
previously found. Most auditors set a high inherent risk in the first year of an audit
and reduce it in subsequent years as they gain more knowledge aboui the client.
Related Parties Transactions between parent and subsidiary companies, and those
between management and the corporate entity, are examples of relited-party trans-
actions as defined by accounting standards. Because these transactions do not occur
between two independent parties dealing at "arm's length," a greater likelihood
exists that they might be misstated or inadequately discloJed, causing an increase in
inherent risk. we discussed related parties transactions in chapter g.

Complex or Nonroutine Transactions Transactions that are unusual for a client,
or involve lengthy or complex contracts, are more likely to be incorrectly recorded
than routine transactions because the client often lacks experience ,".o.dirg them.
Examples include fire losses, major property acquisitions, purchase of complex
investments, and restructuring charges resulting from disconiinued operations. By
knowing the client's business and reviewing minutes of meetings, the auditor can
assess the consequences of complex or nonroutine transactions.

fudgment Required to Correctly Record Account Balances and Transactions
Many account balances such as certain investments recorded at fair value, allowances
for uncollectible accounts receivable, obsolete inventory, asset impairments, liability
for warranty payments, major repairs yersus partial replacernent of assets, and
bank loan loss reserves require estimates and a great deal of management judgment
related to valuation. Because they require considerable judgment, th" lik"lihood of
misstatements increases, and as a result the auditor should increase inherent risk.
Makeup of the PopulationOften, individual items making up the total population
also affect the auditor's expectation of material misstatement. Most auditors use a
higher inherent risk for valuation of accounts receivable where most accounts are
significantly overdue than where most accounts are current. Examples of items
requiring a higher inherent risk include transactions with affiliated companies
(see vignette below), amounts due from officers, cash disbursements made payable
to cash, and accounts receivable outstanding for several months. These situaiions
require greater investigation because of a greater likelihood of misstatement than
occurs with more typical transactions.

Factors Related to Fraudulent Financial Reporting and Misappropriation of
Assets In Chapter 6, we discussed the auditort respo.riibiliti.r to assess the risk of
fraudulent financial reporting and misappropriation of assets. It is difficult in concept
and practice to separate fraud risk factors into acceptable audit risk, inherent risk,
or control risk. For example, management that lacks integrity and is motivated to
misstate financial statements is one of the factors in acceptable audit risk, but it may
also affect control risk. Similarly, several of the other risk iactors influencing -urug"-
ment characteristics are apart of the control environment, as we'll discusr i, Ct upt.t
10. These include the attitude, actions, and policies that reflect the overall attitudes of
top management about integrity, ethical values, and commitment to competence.
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GTOBAL
ADVERTISING

FIRM CHARGED

INACCOUNTING
FRAUD

INVOLVING
INTERCOMPANY

RECEIVABLES

The Securities and Exchange Commission filed

enforcement actions in 2008 against global

advertising network McCann-Erickson Worldwide

and two former executives for their roles in an

accounting fraud involving intercompany trans-

actions. The SEC complaint alleges that McCann,

which owns hundreds of regional and local

advertising agencies throughout the world,
fraudulently misstated its financial results by

improperly failing to expense intercompany

charges that were instead recorded as receivables.

Its holding company, lnterpublic Croup of

Companies, lnc., (lPG) negligently failed to

address the accounting problems at McCann, its

largest subsidiary, resulting in material misstate-

ments in its own financial reporting.

McCann's management failed to reconcile

intercompany accounts for at least six years

covering the period 1997-2002. At times,

McCann's management intentionally delayed

reconciling intercompany accounts because they

knew it would result in write-offs that would
interfere with the company's efforts to hit profit

targets. ln fact, every year from I 997 to 2002 the

firm's auditor listed pressure to produce results

in line with budgets as part of its risk assessment,

and described the failure to reconcile the inter-

company accounts as a fundamental breakdown

in internal controls. IPG and McCann agreed to

settle the SEC's charges, and McCann agreed to
pay a$12 million penalty.

Source: United States District Court Southern District

of New York, Securities ond Exchange Commission v.

tnterpublic Aroup of Componies, lnc. ond McConn'

Erickson Worldwide, lnc., April30, 2008.

Making the
Inherent Risk Decision

Obtain Information to
Assess lnherent Risk

To satisfy the requirements of auditing standards, it is more important for the

auditor to assess the risks and to respond to them than it is to categorize them into a risk

type. For this reason, many audit firms perform additional procedures to assess fraud

risk beyond assessing the risk of material misstatements in relevant audit objectives.

Ttre risk of fraud should be assessed for the entire audit as well as by cycle, account,

and objective. For example, a strong incentive for management to meet unduly

ugg."rriu" earnings expectitions may affect the entire audit, while the susceptibility of
inventory to theft may affect only the inventory account. For both the risk of fraudulent

financiai reporting and the risk of misappropriation of assets, auditors focus on specific

areas of increased fraud risk and designing audit procedures or changing the overall

conduct of the audit to respond to those risks. The specific response to an identified

risk of fraud can include revising assessments of acceptable audit risk, inherent risk,

and control risk. Assessing fraud risk will be the focus of Chapter 11.

The auditor must evaluate the information affecting inherent risk to assess the

risk of material misstatements at the audit objective level for cycles, balances, and

disclosures. Some factors, such as an initial versus repeat engagement, will affect

many or perhaps all cycles, whereas others, such as nonroutine transactions, will
affect oniy rp"-ifi. accounts or audit objectives. Although the profession has not

established siandards or guidelines for setting inherent risk, we believe that auditors

are generally conservative in making such assessments. Assume that in the audit of
inveltory the auditor notes that (1) a large number of misstatements were found in

the previ,ous year and (2) inventory turnoyer has slowed in the current year. Auditors

witillkely sei inherent risk at a relatively high level (some will use 100 percent) for

each audit objective for inventory in this situation.

Auditors begin their assessments of inherent risk during the planning phase and

update the aisessments throughout the audit. Chapter 8 discussed how auditors gather

information relevant to inherent risk assessment during the planning phase. For

example, to obtain knowledge of the client's business and industry, auditors may tour
the cllent's plant and offices and identify related parties. This and other information

about the enlity and its environment discussed in Chapter 8 pertain directlyto assessing

inherent risk. Also, several of the items discussed earlier under factors affecting inherent

risk, such as the results of previous audits and nonroutine transactions, are evaluated

separately to help assess inherent risk. As audit tests are performed during an audit, the

auditor may obtain additional information that affects the original assessment.
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Figure 9-5 summarizes factors that determine each of the risks, the effect of the
three component risks on the determination of planned detection risk, and the
relationship of all four risks to planned audit evidence. "D" in the figure indicates a
direct relationship between a component risk and planned detectioniisk or planned
evidence. "I" indicates an inverse relationship. For example, an increase in acieptable
audit risk results in an increase in planned detection risk (D) and a decreise in
planned audit evidence (I). Compare Figure 9-5 to Table g-2 (p.279) andobserve that
these two illustrations include the same concepts.

Auditors respond to risk primarily by changing the extent of testing and types of
audit procedures, including incorporating unpredictability in the audlt procedu.es
used. In addition to modifying audit evidence, there are two other ways that auditors
can change the audit to respond to risks:

1. The engagement may require more experienced staff. CPA firms should staff all
engagements with qualified staff. For low acceptable audit risk clients, special
care is appropriate in staffing, and the importance of professional skepticism
should be emphasized. Similarly, if an audit area suchis inventory hai a high
inherent risk, it is important to assign that area to someone wittr experienie
in auditing inventory.

RELATIONSHIP OF RISKS TO EVIDENCE
AND FACTORS INFLUENCING RISKS

Discuss the relationship
of risks to audit evidence.

Relationship of Factors lnfluencing Risks to Risks and Risks to
Planned Evidence

. Nature of business

. Results of previous audits

. lnitial versus repeat
engagement

. Related parties

. Complex or
nonroutine transactions

. Judgment required

. Makeup of population

. Factors related to
misstatements arising f rom
fraudulent financial
reporting*

. Susceptibility of assets to
m isa p p rop riatio nx

. Effectiveness of
internal controls

. Planned reliance

D : Direct relationship; I : lnverse relationship
*Fraud risk factors. These may also affect acceptable audit risk and control risk.
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Audit Risk
for Segments

Relating Performance
Materiality and Risks
to Balance-Related
Audit Objectives

Z. The engagement will be reviewed more carefully than usual. CPL firms need to

"rrrrr. 
ud.qrate review of the audit files that document the auditor's planning,

evidence aciumulation and conclusions, and other matters in the audit. When

acceptable audit risk is low, more extensive review is often warranted, including

u ..rri"* by personnel who were not assigned to the engagement. If the risk of
material miistatements (the combination of inherent risk and control risk) is

high for certain audit objectives for an account, the reviewer will likely spend

more time making sure the evidence was appropriate and correctly evaluated'

The risk of material misstatements, control risk, and inherent risk are assessed for each audit

objective in each segment of the audit. The assessments are likely to vary on the same audit

from cycle to cycle, account to account, and objective to objective. For example, internal

controis maybe more effective for the existence of cash than for those related to fixed asset

acclracy or net realizable value audit objectives. Control risk will therefore be lower for

the exisience ofcash than for fixed assetvaluation. Factors affecting inherent risk, such as

susceptibility to misappropriation of assets and routineness of the transactions, are also

likely to differ from account to account or among audit objectives for a single account. For

that reason, it is normal to have inherent risk vary for different accounts in the same audit'

Acceptable audit risk is ordinarily assessed by the auditor during planning and held

constantlor each major cycle and account. Auditors normally use the same acceptable

audit risk for each segment because the factors affecting acceptable audit risk are related

to the entire audit, ntt individual accounts. For example, the extent to which external

users' decisions rely upon financial statements is usually related to the overall financial

statements, not just one or two accounts.

In some cases, howe ver, a lower acceptable audit risk may be more appropriate for

one account than for others. If an auditor decided to use a medium acceptable audit

risk for the audit as a whole, the auditor might decide to reduce acceptable audit risk

to low for inventory if inventory is used as collateral for a short-term loan.

Some auditors use the same acceptable audit risk for all segments based on their

belief that at the end of the audit, financial statement users should have the same

level of assurance for every segment of the financial statements. Other auditors use a

different level of assurance for different segments based on their belief that financial

statement users may be more concerned about certain account balances relative to

other accounts in a given audit. For illustrations in this and subsequent chapters,_we

use the same acceptible audit risk for all segments in the audit. Note, however, that

changing the risk for different segments is also acceptable.

L"ike control risk and inherent risk, planned detection risk and required audit

evidence will vary from cycle to cycle, account to account, or audit objective to

audit objective. Tiris conclusion should not be surprising. As the circumstances of
each engagement differ, the extent and nature of evidence needed will depend on

the unique circumstances. For example, inventory might require extensive testing

on an engagement because of deficient internal controls and the auditor's concerns

about obiolescerce resulting from technological changes in the industry. On the

same engagement, accounts receivable may require little testing because of effective

internal"cJntrols, fast collection of receivables, excellent relationships between the

client and customers, and good audit results in previous years. Similarly, for a given

audit of inventory, an auditor may assess a higher inherent risk of a realizable value

misstatement because of the higher potential for obsolescence but a low inherent risk

of a classification misstatement because there is only purchased inventory.

Although it is common in practice to assess inherent and control risks for each

balance--related audit objective, it is not common to allocate materiality to those

objectives. Auditors are able to effectively associate most risks with different
objectives, and it is reasonably easy to determine the relationship between a risk-and

one or two objectives. For example, obsolescence in inventory is unlikely to affect
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any objective other than rcalizable value. It is more difficult to decide how much of
the materiality allocated to a given account should in turn be allocated to one or two
objectives. Therefore, most auditors do not attempt to do so.

One major limitation in the application of the audit risk model is the difficulty of
measuring the components of the model. Despite the auditor's best efforts in planning,
the assessments of acceptable audit risk, inherent risk, and control risk, andtherefoie
planned detection risk, are highly subjective and are only approximations of reality.
Imagine, for example, attempting to precisely assess inherent risk by determining
the impact of factors such as the misstatements discovered in prior years' audits ani
technology changes in the client's industry.

To offset this measurement problem, many auditors use broad and subjective
measurement terms, such as low, medium, andhigh. As Table 9-4 shows, auditors can
use this information to decide on the appropriate amount and types of evidence to
accumulate. For example, in situation 1, the auditor has decided on a high acceptable
audit risk for an account or objective. The auditor has concluded a low risk oi mis-
statement in the financial statements exists and that internal controls are effective.
Therefore, a high planned detection risk is appropriate. As a result, a low level of
evidence is needed. Situation 3 is at the opposite extreme. If both inherent and control
risks are high and the auditor wants a low acceptable audit risk, considerable evidence
is required. The other three situations fall between these two extremes.

It is equally difficult to measure the amount of evidence implied by a given planned
dete_ction risk. A typical audit program intended to reduce deteition risk to the planned
level is a combination of several audit procedures, each using a different type of evidence
which is applied to different audit objectives. Auditors' measurement methods are too
imprecise to permit an accurate quantitative measure ofthe combined evidence. Instead,
auditors subjectively evaluate whether sufficient appropriate evidence has been planned
to satisfy a planned detection risk of low, medium, or high. presumably, measurement
methods are sufficient to permit an auditor to determine whether more or different
types of evidence are needed to satisfy a low planned detection risk than for medium
or high. considerable professional judgment is needed to decide how much more.

In applying the audit risk model, auditors are concerned about both over-
auditing and under-auditing. Most auditors are more concerned about the latter,
as under-auditing exposes the CPA firm to legal liability and loss of professional
reputation. Because ofthe concern to avoid under-auditing, auditors typically assess
risks conservatively. For example, an auditor might not assess eitheicontrol risk
or inherent risk below .5 even when the likelihood of misstatement is low. in these
audits, a low risk might be .5, medium .8, and high 1.0, if the risks are quantified.

Auditors develop various types of decision aids to help link judgments affecting
audit evidence with the appropriate evidence to accumulate. One such worksheei
is included in Figure 9-6 (p. 290) for the audit of accounts receivable for Hillsburg

Measurement
Limitations

Tests of
Details of Balances
Evidence-Planning

Worksheet

Relationships of Risk to Evidence

Acceptable
Situation Audit Risk

Planned Amountof
Detection Risk Evidence Required

lnherent Control
Risk Risk

High Low Low High Low

2 Low Low Low Medium Medium

3 Low High High Low High

4 Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium

5 High Low Medium Medium Medium
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Hardware Co. The eight balance-related audit objectives introduced in Chapter 6

are included in the columns at the top of the worksheet to help ensure the auditor

considers risks related to all the relevant balance-related assertions. Rows one and

two are acceptable audit risk and inherent risk. Performance materiality for accounts

receivable is included at the bottom of the worksheet. The engagement in-charge,

Fran Moore, made the following decisions in the audit of Hillsburg Hardware Co.:

. Performance materiality. The preliminary judgment about materiality for the

financial statements as a whole was set at $442,000 (approximately 6 percent of
earnings from operations of $7,370,000). She allocated $265,000 to the audit of
accounts receivable (see Figure 9-3 on page273).

. Acceptable audit risk. Fran assessed acceptable audit risk as medium because

the company is publicly traded, but is in good financial condition, and has high

-aruge*"rrt integrity. Although Hillsburg is a publicly traded company, its

stock is not widely held or extensively followed by financial analysts.

Evidence-planning Worksheet to Decide Tests of Details of Balances for Hillsburg
Hardware Co. - Accounts Receivable

Performance materiality $265,000
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Acceptable audit risk Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium

lnherent risk Low Medium Low Low Low Medium Medium Low

Control risk-Sales

Control risk-
Cash receipts

Control risk-
Additional controls

Substantive tests of
transactions-Sales

Substantive tests ol
transactions-
Cash receipts

Analytical
procedures

Planned detection
risk for tests of
details of balances

Planned audit
evidence for tests of
details of balances
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' Inherent risk. Fran assessed inherent risk as medium for existence and cutoff
because of concerns over revenue recognition. Fran also assessed inherent
risk as medium for realizable value. In past years, audit adiustments to the
allowance for uncollectible accounts were made because it was found to be
understated. Inherent risk was assessed as low for all other objectives.

Planned detection risk would be approximately the same for each balance-related
audit objective in the audit of accounts receivable for Hillsburg Hardware Co. if the
only three factors the auditor needed to consider were acceptable audit risk, inherent
risk, and performance materiality. The evidence-planning worksheet shows that
other factors must also be considered before making the final evidence decisions.
(These are studied in subsequent chapters and will be integrated into the evidence-
planning worksheet at that time.)

The concepts of materiality and risk in auditing are closely related and inseparable.
Risk is a measure of uncertainty, whereas materiality is a measure of magnitude or
size. Taken together, they measure the uncertainty of amounts of a given magnitude.
For example, the statement that the auditor plans to accumulate evidence such
that there is only a 5 percent risk (acceptable audit risk) of failing to uncover mis-
statements exceeding performance materiality of $265,000 is a precise and meaning-
ful statement. If the statement eliminates either the risk or materialityportion, itls
meaningless. A 5 percent risk without a specific materiality measure could imply that
a $100 or $1 million misstatement is acceptable. A $265,000 oyerstatement wiihout a
specific risk could imply that a 1 percent or 80 percent risk is acceptable.

The relationships among performance materiality and the four risks to planned
audit evidence are shown in Figure 9-7 (p.292).Thisfigure expands Figure g-{ 

@. zen
by including performance materiality. Observe that performance mat;riality does not
affect any of the four risks, and the risks have no effect on performance materiality, but
together they determine planned evidence. Stated differently, performance materiality
is not a part of the audit risk model, but the combination of performance materiality
and the audit risk model factors determine planned audit evidence.

The audit risk model is primarily a planning model and is, therefore, of limited use
in evaluating results. No difficulties occur when the auditor accumulates planned
evidence and concludes that the assessment of each of the risks was reasonable or
better than originally thought. The auditor will conclude that sufficient appropriate
evidence has been collected for the audit objectives related to that account & cycle.

However, special care must be exercised when the auditor decides, on the basis
of accumulated evidence, that the original assessment of control risk or inherent risk
was understated or acceptable audit risk was overstated. In such a circumstance, the
auditor should follow a two-step approach.

1. The auditor must revise the original assessment of the appropriate risk. It
violates due care to leave the original assessment unchanged if the auditor
knows it is inappropriate.

2. The auditor should consider the effect of the revision on evidence require-
ments, without use of the audit risk model.If a revised risk is used in the audit
risk model to determine a revised planned detection risk, there is a danger of
not increasing the evidence sufficiently. Instead, the auditor should carefully
evaluate the implications of the revision of the risk and modify evidence
appropriately, outside of the audit risk model.

For example, assume that the auditor confirms accounts receivable and, based
on the misstatements found, concludes that the original control risk assessment as
low was inappropriate. The auditor should revise the estimate of control risk upward
and carefully consider the effect of the revision on the additional evidence neeled in
the audit ofreceivables and the sales and collection cycle. Based on the results ofthe

Relationship of
Risk and Materiality

to Audit Evidence

Revising Risks
and Evidence

291

Discuss how materiality
and risk are related and
integrated into the audit
Process.
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Relationship of Performance Materiallty and Rlsks to Planned
Evidence

PERFORMANCE MATERIATITY
AND RISKS

Planned
audit evidence

D : Direct relationship; I : lnverse relationship

additional tests performed, the auditor should carefully evaluate whether sufficient
appropriate evidence has been gathered in the circumstances to reduce audit risk to
an acceptable level.

SUMMARY
Materiality and risk are fundamental concepts important to audit planning. Both
concepts require significant auditor judgment and they directly impact the auditor's

planned audit evidence. Materiality is important because the auditor provides
assurance to financial statement users that the financial statements are free of material

misstatements. Thus, the auditor must develop a preliminary judgment about materiality
to be able to design an audit strategy that will provide a basis for that assurance. Further-
more, because auditors accept some level of uncertainty in performing the audit
function, the consideration of risk as defined by the audit risk model is necessary for the

auditor to effectively address those risks in the most appropriate manner. The auditor's

understanding of the entity and its environment, including its internal control, provide

a basis for the auditor's assessment of the risk of material misstatements. Using the audit
risk model and performance materiality for each audit objective, the auditor determines

the audit evidence needed to achieve an acceptable level of audit risk for the financial
statements as a whole.

ESSENTIAL TERMS

Acceptable audit risk-a measure of how
willing the auditor is to accept that the
financial statements may be materially
misstated after the audit is completed
and an unqualified audit opinion has
been issued; see also audit qssurance
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Allocation of the preliminary judgment
about materiality-the Process of
assigning to each balance sheet account
the misstatement amount considered to
be material for that account based on the
auditor's preliminary judgment
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Audit assurance-a complement to
acceptable audit risk; an acceptable
audit risk of 2 percent is the same as
audit assurance of 98 percent; also called
overall assurance and level of assurance

Audit risk model-a formal model
reflecting the relationships between accept-
able audit risk (AAR), inherent risk (IR),
control risk (CR), and planned detection
risk (PDR); PDR = AARI(IR x CR)

Control risk-a measure of the auditor's
assessment of the risk that a material
misstatement could occur in an assertion
and not be prevented or detected on a

timelybasis by the client's internal controls

Engagement risk-the risk that the
auditor or audit firm will suffer harm
because of a client relationship, even
though the audit report rendered for the
client was correct

Inherent risk-a measure of the auditor's
assessment of the susceptibility of an
assertion to material misstatement
before considering the effectiveness of
internal control

Known misstatements-specific mis-
statements in a class of transactions or
account balance identified during the
audit

Likely misstatements-misstatements
that arise from either differences between
management's and the auditort judgment
about estimates of account balances or
from projections of misstatements based
on the auditor's test of a sample from a
population

Materiality-the magnitude of an omis-
sion or misstatement of accounting infor-
mation that, in the light of surrounding
circumstances, makes it prob able that the

judgment of a reasonable person relying
on the information would have been
changed or influenced by the omission or
misstatement

Performance materiality-the materiality
amount(s) for segments of the audit, set
by the auditor at less than materiality for
the financial statements as a whole

Planned detection risk-a measure of
the risk that audit evidence for a segment
will fail to detect misstatements that
could be material, should such misstate-
ments exist;PDR = AARI (IR x CR)

Preliminary judgment about
materiality-the maximum amount by
which the auditor believes that the state-
ments could be misstated and still ruor
affect the decisions of reasonable users;
used in audit planning

Revised judgment about materiality-
a change in the auditor's preliminary judg-
ment made when the auditor determines
that the preliminary judgment was too
large or too small

Risk-the acceptance by auditors that
there is some level of uncertainty in per-
forming the audit function

Risk of material misstatements-the
risk that the financial statements are
materially misstated prior to the audit
(IR x CR)

Sampling error-results because the
auditor has sampled only a portion of the
population

Tolerable misstatement-the appli-
cation of performance materiality to a

sampling procedure (AICPA standards)
or the materiality allocated to any given
account balance (PCAOB standards)

REVIEW QUESTIONS
9-l (Objective 9-1) Chapter 8 introduced the eight parts of the planning phase of an
audit. Which part is the evaluation of materiality and risk?

9-2 (Objective 9-1) Defin9 the meaning of the term materiality as it is used in accounting
and auditing. What is the relationship between materiality and the phrase obtali
reasonable assurance used in the auditor's report?

9-3 (Objectives 9-1, 9-2) Explain why materiality is important but difficult to apply in
practice.

9-a (Objective 9-2) What is meant by setting a preliminary judgrnent about materiality?
Identify the most important factors affecting the preliminary judgment.
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9-5 (Objectiveg-2) What is meant by using benchmarks for setting a preliminary
judgment about materiality? How will those benchmarks differ for the audit of a

manufacturing company and a government unit such as a school district?

9-6 (Objectiveg-2) Assume that Rosanne Madden, CPA, is using 5olo of net income

before taxes, current assets, or current liabilities as her major guidelines for evaluating

materiality. What qualitative factors should she also consider in deciding whether
misstatements may be material?

9-7 (Ohjectives 9-2, 9-3) Distinguish between the terms performance materiality and
preliminary judgment about materiality. How are they related to each other?

9-8 (Objective 9-3) Assume a company with the following balance sheet accounts:

Account

Cash

Fixed assets

$ I0,000
60,000

Long-term loans
M. Johnson, proprietor

$30,000
40,000

$70,000 $70,000

You are concerned only about overstatements of owner's equity. Set performance materiality
for the three relevant accounts such that the preliminary judgment about materiality
does not exceed $5,000. |ustify your answer.

9-9 (Objective 9-3) Provide two examples of rvhen an auditor might set a lower level

of performance materiality for a particular class of transactions, account balance, or

disclosure.

9-10 (Objective 9-2) How will the conduct of an audit of a medium-sized company be

affected by the company's being a small part of a large conglomerate as compared with it
being a separate entity?

9-11 (Objective 9-4) Assume materiality for the financial statements as a whole is

g100,000 and performance materiality for accounts receivable is set at $40,000. If the

auditor finds one receivable that is overstated by $55,000, what should the auditor do?

9-12 (Objective 9-5) Define the audit risk model and explain each term in the model'

Also describe which two factors of the model when combined reflect the risk of material

misstatements.

9-13 (Objective 9-6) Explain the causes ofan increased or decreased planned detection risk'

9-la (Objectives 9-5, 9-8) Define what is meant by inherent risk. Identify four factors

that make for high inherent risk in audits.

9-15 (Objective 9-8) Explain why inherent risk is set for audit objectives for segments

(classes of transactions, balances, and presentation and disclosure) rather than for the

overall audit. What is the effect on the amount of evidence the auditor must accumulate

when inherent risk is increased from medium to high for an audit objective?

9-16 (Objecrive 9-8) Explain the effect of extensive misstatements found in the prior
year's audlit on inherent risk, planned detection risk, and planned audit evidence.

9-17 (Objectiyes 9-6, 9-7) Explain what is meant by the term acceptable audit rlsk. What

is its relevance to evidence accumulation?

9-18 (Objectiveg-7)Explain the relationship between acceptable audit risk and the legal

liability of auditors.

9-19 (Objective 9-6) Explain why there is an inverse relationship between planned detection

risk and the amount of evidence an auditor collects for a specific audit objective.

9-20 (Objective 9-9) Auditors have not been successful in measuring the components of
the audit risk model. How is it possible to use the model in a meaningful way without a

precise way of measuring the risk?

9-21 (Objective 9-10) Explain the circumstances when the auditor should revise the

components of the audit risk model and the effect of the revisions on planned detection

risk and planned evidence.
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9-22 (Obiective 9-10) Explain how audit risk and materiality are related and why they
need to be considered together in planning an audit.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS FROM CPA EXAMINATIONS
9-23 (Objectives 9-1, 9-2)The following questions deal with materiality. Choose the best
response.

a. Which one of the following statements is correct concerning the concept of materiality?
(1) Materiality is determined by reference to guidelines established by the AICPA.
(2) Materiality depends only on the dollar amount of an item relative to other items

in the financial statements.
(3) Materiality depends on the nature of an item rather than the dollar amount.
(4) Materiality is a matter of professional judgment.

b. In considering materiality for planning purposes, an auditor believes that misstate-
ments aggregating $10,000 will have a material effect on an entity's income
statement, but that misstatements will have to aggregate $20,000 to materially affect
the balance sheet. Ordinarily, it is appropriate to design audit procedures that are
expected to detect misstatements that aggregate
(t) $to,ooo
(2) $ts,ooo
(3) $zo,ooo
(4) $3o,ooo

c. A client decides not to record an auditor's proposed adjustments that collectively
are not material and wants the auditor to issue the report based on the unadjusted
numbers. Which of the following statements is correct regarding the financial
statement presentation?
(1) The financial statements are free from material misstatement, and no disclosure

is required in the notes to the financial statements.
(2) The financial statements do not conform with generally accepted

principles (GAAP).
(3) The financial statements contain unadjusted misstatements that should result

in a qualified opinion.
(a) The financial statements are free from material misstatement, but disclosure of

the proposed adjustment is required in the notes to the financial statements.

9-2a (Objectives 9-6, 9-8) The following questions concern audit risk. Choose the best
response.

a. Some account balances, such as those for pensions and leases, are the result of
complex calculations. The susceptibility to material misstatements in these types of
accounts is defined as
(1) audit risk.
(2) detection risk.
(3) inherent risk.
(4) sampling risk.

b. As the acceptable level of detection risk decreases, the auditor may do one or more
of the following except change the
(l) nature of audit procedures to more effective procedures.
(2) timing of audit procedures, by perhaps performing them at year-end rather than

an interim date.
(3) extent of audit procedures, by perhaps using larger sample sizes.
(4) assurances provided by audit procedures to a lower 1evel.

c. Inherent risk and control risk differ from planned detection risk in that they
(1) arise from the misapplication of auditing procedures.
(2) may be assessed in either quantitative or nonquantitative terms.
(3) exist independently of the financial statement audit.
(4) can be changed at the auditor's discretion.

accounting
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9-25 (Objective 9-9) The following questions deal with audit risk and evidence. Choose

the best response.

a. Which of the following does not increase the need for sufficient appropriate audit
evidence?
(1) A lower acceptable level of detection risk
(2) An increase in the assessed control risk
(3) A lower acceptable audit risk
(4) A decrease in the assessed inherent risk

b. As lower acceptable levels of both audit risk and materiality are established, the

auditor should plan more work on individual accounts to
(t) find smaller misstatements.
(2) find larger misstatements.
(3) increase the performance materiality in the accounts.
(4) increase inherent risk in the accounts.

c. Based on evidence gathered and evaluated, an auditor decides to increase the assessed

level of control risk from that originally planned. To achieve an overall audit risk
level that is substantially the same as the planned audit risk level, the auditor could
(1) decrease detection risk.
(2) increase materiality levels.

(3) decrease substantive testing.
(4) increase inherent risk.
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9-26 (Objectives 9-2, 9-3,9-4) You are evaluating audit results for assets in the audit of
Roberts Manufacturing. You set the preliminary judgment about materiality at $50,000.

The account balances, performance materiality, and estimated overstatements in the

accounts are shown next.

Account
Account
Balance

Performance
Materiality

Estimate of Total
Overstatements

Cash

Accounts receivable
lnventory
Other assets

Total

$ so,ooo
'r,200,000

2,500,000
250,000

$ s,ooo
30,000
s0,000
15,000

$ I00,000

$ 1,000
20,000

?

r 2,000

$4,000,000
.,

:

Required a. Assume you tested inventory amounts totaling $1,000,000 and found $10,000 in
overstatements. Ignoring sampling risk, what is your estimate of the total misstate-

ment in inventory?

b. Based on the audit ofthe assets accounts and ignoring other accounts, are the overall

financial statements acceptable? Explain.

c. What do you believe the auditor should do in the circumstances?

9-27 (Objective 9-3) Ling, an audit manager, is planning the audit of Modern Technologies,

Inc., (MT, Inc.) a manufacturer of electronic components. This is the first year that Ling's

audit flrm has performed the audit for MT, Inc. Ling set the preliminary judgment about

materiality for the financial statements as a whole at $66,000 and is now in the process

of setting performance materiality for asset accounts. Asset balances for the current
year (uniudited) and prior year (audited) are listed on the next page, as well as Ling's

initial determination of performance materiality for each account. Based on preliminary
discussions with management, a tour of the production facility, and background reading

about the electronic components industry, Ling determines that MT, Inc., has strong

credit policies, and most customers pay their full balance on time. Competition in the

electronic components industry is high and inventory can become obsolete quickly
due to rapid technology changes (inventory turnover is a measure that analysts focus

on when assessing performance for electronic component manufacturers). Production
equipment is relatively specialized and additional investment is required when new

electronic components are introduced.
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Current Year
(unaudited)

Performance
Materiality

Prior Year
(audited)

Cash

Accounts receivable,
net of allowance

lnventory

Total current assets
Property, plant, and

equipment, net
0ther assets

Total assets

$ 397,565

2,583,991
1,953,845

4,935,401

1,556,342
153,000

$6,644,743

$10,000

25,000
15,000

20,000
20,000

$ 356,122

2,166,787
1,555,782

4,078,691

1,458,963
149,828

$5,687,482

a. What factors should Ling consider in setting performance materiality for the asset accounts?

b. Explain why Ling set performance materiality for cash at the lowest amount.
c. Explain why Ling set performance materiality for inventory at a lower amount as

compared to accounts receivable, PP&E, and other assets.

d. Explain why Ling set performance materiality for accounts receivable at the highest amount.
e. Does setting materiality at a lower level result in collecting more or less audit evidence

(as compared to setting materiality at a higher level)?

9-28 (objectives 9-2, 9-3,9-4) Below and on page 298 are statements of earnings and
financial position for Wexler Industries.

Consolidated Statements of Earnings
Wexler lndustries (in Thousands)

Required

For the 55 Weeks Ended

March 30, 20t I
For the 52 Weeks Ended

March 51, 2012 April l, 201I

Revenue
Net sales

Other income

Costs and expenses
Cost of sales

Marketing, general, and

administrative expenses

Provision for loss on

restructured operations

lnterest expense

Eatnings from continuing
operations before income taxes

lncome taxes
Earnings fiom continuing

operations
Provision for Ioss on discontinued

operations, net of income taxes
Net earnings

$8,3s1,149
59,67s

8,41O,824

5,197,37s

2,590,080

64,1 00

141,662
7,995,217

417,607
(r 96,700)

220,907

(20,700)

$ 200,207

$6,60 r,2ss
43, r 86

6,644,441

4,00s,548

2,1 I 9,s90

46,737

6,171,875

472,566
(217,20O)

255,t66

$ 255,566

$ s,9s9,s87
52,418

5,0 t 2,005

3,675,369

r ,828,1 69

38,546
5,542,084

469,921
(2r 4,r 00)

255,821

$ 255,82r

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
Wexler lndustries (in Thousands)

Assets March 50,20ti March il,20t2
Current assets
Cash

Temporary investments. including time deposits
of$6s,561 in 20'l3 and $18t,s89 in2012
(at cost, which approximates market)

$ 39,683

123,421

$ 27,566

271,639
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Assets March 50,2015 March 5l,2ol2

Receivables, less allowances of $15,808 in 2013

and $17,516 in 2012
lnventories

Finished product

Raw materials and supplies

Deferred income tax benefits

Prepaid expenses

Cuffent assets
Land, buildings, and equipment, at cost,

less accumulated depreciation
lnvestments in affiliated companies

and sundry assets
Goodwill and other intangible assets

Total

899,752

680,974
443,175

1,124,149

9,633

s7,468
2,254,106

t,395,902

I t 2,958
99,791

$r,860,7t7

759,00 r

550,407

353,795
904,202

10,468

35,911

2,018,787

t,004,455

83,455
25,145

$5,129,842

Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity Maich 30, 2015 March 3l,2ol2

Curent liabilities
Notes payable

Cunent portion of long-term debt

Accounts and drafts payable

Accrued salaries, wages, and vacations

Accrued income taxes

Other accrued liabilities

Curient Iiabilities
long-term debt
Other noncurrent liabilities
Deferred income taxes
Stockholders' equity
Common stock issued, 51,017,755 shares

in 2013 and 50,992,4',l 0 in2012
Additional paid-in capital

Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustment

Retained earnings

Common stock held in treasury, at cost, I,566,598 shares

Stockholders' equity
Total

$ 280,258
64,594

359,51 I

112,200

76,479
321,871

1,214,895
750,987
146,687
142,544

s l,0l8
149,177

(76,572)

1,554,170

(s r ,s67)
1,625,826

$5,860,757

I I3,41 I
12,336

580,39s

63,557

89,r 5r

269,672
928,522
590,687

80,585
I 19,715

s0,992
148,584

1,462,723

(s r,e67)
1,610,552

$5,129,842

Required a. Use professional judgment in deciding on the preliminary judgment about materiality
for earnings, current assets, current liabilities, and total assets. Your conclusions
should be stated in terms of percents and dollars.

b. Assume that you define materiality for the financial statements as a whole as a combined
misstatement of earnings from continuing operations before income taxes of 5ol0. Also

assume that you believe there is an equal likelihood of a misstatement of every account in
the financial statements, and each misstatement is likely to result in an overstatement of
earnings. Allocate materiality to these financial statements as you consider appropriate.

c. As discussed in part b., net earnings from continuing operations before income taxes

was used as a base for calculating materiality for the Wexler Industries audit. Discuss

why most auditors use before-tax net earnings instead of after-tax net earnings when
calculating materiality based on the income statement.

d. Now, assume that you have decided to allocate 75o/o of your preliminary judgment
to accounts receivable, inventories, and accounts payable because you believe all
other accounts have a low inherent and control risk. How does this affect evidence
accumulation on the audit?

e. Assume that you complete the audit and conclude that your preliminary judgment
about materiality for current assets, current liabilities, and total assets has been met.
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The actual estimate of misstatements in earnings exceeds your preliminary judgment.
What should you do?

9-29 (objectives 9-2, 9-3,9-4,9-6,9-7,9-8, 9-10) The following are concepts discussed
in this chapter:

l Preliminary judgment about
materiality

2. Control risk
3. Risk of fraud
4. Inherent risk
5. Risk of material misstatements
6. Known misstatement

7. Estimated total misstatement
rn a segment

Planned detection risk
Estimate of the combined

misstatement
Acceptable audit risk
Performance materiality

a. Identify which items are audit planning decisions requiring professional judgment. Required
b. Identifu which items are audit concluslons resulting from application of audit pro-

cedures and requiring professional judgment.

c. Under what circumstances is it acceptable to change those items in part a. after the
audit is started? which items can be changed after the audit is 95% completed?

9-30 (Objectives 9-5,9-7) Describe what is meant by acceptable audit risk. Explain why
each of the following statements is true:

a. A CPA firm should attempt to achieve the same audit risk for all audit clients when
circumstances are similar.

b. A CPA firm should decrease acceptable audit risk for audit clients when external users
rely heavily on the statements.

c. A CPA firm should decrease acceptable audit risk for audit clients when engagement
risk is high.

d. Different CPA firms should attempt to achieve reasonably similar audit risks for
clients with similar circumstances.

9-31 (Objective 9-7) Bohrer, CPA, is considering the following factors in assessing audit
risk at the financial statement level in planning the audit of Waste Remediation Services
(WRS), Inc.'s financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2013. WRS is a privately
held company that contracts with municipal governments to close landfills. Audit risk at
the financial statement level is influenced by the risk of material misstatements, which may
be indicated by factors related to the entity, management, and the industry environment.

1. This was the first year WRS operated at a profit since 2008 because the municipalities
received increased federal and state funding for environmental purposes.

2. WRS's Board of Directors is controlled by Tucker, the majority shareholder, who
also acts as the chiefexecutive officer.

3. The internal auditor reports to the controller and the controller reports to Tucker.
4. The accounting department has experienced a high rate of turnover of key personnel.
5. WRS's bank has a loan officer who meets regularly with WRS's CEO and controller

to monitor WRS's financial performance.
6. WRS's employees are paid bi-weekly.
7. Bohrer has audited WRS for five years.
8. During 2013, WRS changed its method of preparing its financial statements from

the cash basis to generally accepted accounting principles.
9. During 2013, WRS sold one half of its controlling interest in Sanitation Equipment

Leasing Co. (SEL) WRS retained a significant interest in SEL.
10. During 2013, litigation filed against WRS in 2003 alleging that WRS discharged pol-

lutants into state waterways was dropped by the state. Loss contingency disclosures
that WRS included in prior years' financial statements are being removed for the
2013 financial statements.

11. During December 2013, WRS signed a contract to lease disposal equipment from an
entity owned by Tucker's parents. This related party transaction is not disclosed in
WRS's notes to its 2013 financial statements.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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Required

12. During December 2013, WRS increased its casualty insurance coverage on several

pieces of sophisticated machinery from historical cost to replacement cost.

13. WRS recorded a substantial increase in revenue in the fourth quarter of 2013.
Inquiries indicated that WRS initiated a new policy and guaranteed several muni-
cipalities that it would refund state and federal funding paid to WRS on behalf of
the municipality if it failed a federal or state site inspection in 2014.

14. An initial public offering of WRS stock is planned in2014.

For each of the 14 factors listed above, indicate whether the item would likely increase
audit risk, decrease audit risk, or have no effect on audit risk.*

9-32 (Objectives 9-6,9-9) Following are six situations that involve the audit risk model
as it is used for planning audit evidence requirements in the audit of inventory.

Situation

Risk

Acceptable audit risk

lnherent risk

Control risk

Planned detection risk

Planned evidence

High

Low

':*

Low

High

1rn

High

High

':*

Low High Medium

Low Medium Medium

High Medium Medium

Required a. Explain what low, medium, and high mean for each of the four risks and planned
evidence.

b. Fill in the blanks for planned detection risk and planned evidence using the terms
low, medium, or high.

c. Using your knowledge of the relationships among the foregoing factors, state the

effect on planned evidence (increase or decrease) ofchanging each ofthe following five
factors, while the other three remain constant:
(1) A decrease in acceptable audit risk
(2) A decrease in control risk
(3) A decrease in planned detection risk
(4) A decrease in inherent risk
(5) A decrease in inherent risk and an increase in control risk of the same amount

9-33 (Objectives 9-6, 9-8, 9-9) Mark Hopper is planning the audit of the investments
account for audit client Garden Supply Co. (GSC). GSC invests excess cash at the end of
the summer sales season through an investment manager who invests in equity and debt

securities for GSC's account. Mark has assessed the following risks as low, medium, or
high for the relevant balance-related audit objectives in the investment account.

Risk of Material Misstatements
Balance-Related
Audit Objectives Audit Risk lnherent Risk Control Risk

Planned
Detection Risk

Existence

Completeness
Accuracy

Classification

Cutoff
Detail tie-in
Realizable value

Rights and obligations

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium
Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium
Low

Required a. Describe each of the four identified risks in the columns of the table above.

b. Fill in the blank for planned detection risk for each balance-related audit objective
using the terms low, medium, or high.

*AICPA adapted. Copyright by American Institute of CPAs. A11 rights reserved. Used with permission.
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c. Which audit objectives require the greatest amount of evidence and which require
the least?

d. Through audit testing, Mark finds the investment manager's controls over recording
purchases and sales of securities are not as effective as originally assessed. What
should Mark do?

9-3a (Objectives 9-6) Below are ten independent risk factors:
1. The client lacks sufficient working capital to continue operations.
2. The client fails to detect employee theft of inventory from the warehouse because

there are no restrictions on warehouse access and the client does not reconcile
inventory on hand to recorded amounts on a timely basis.

3. The company is publicly traded.
4. The auditor has identified numerous material misstatements during prior year

audit engagements.
5. The assigned staff on the audit engagement lack the necessary skills to identify

actual errors in an account balance when examining audit evidence accumulated.
6. The client is one of the industry's largest based on its size and market share.
7. The client engages in several material transactions with entities owned by family

members of several of the client's senior executives.
8. The allowance for doubtful accounts is based on significant assumptions made by

management.
9. The audit program omits several necessary audit procedures.

10. The client fails to reconcile bank accounts to recorded cash balances.

Identify which of the following audit risk model components relates most

9-35 (Objectives 9-6, 9-10) tlsing the audit risk model, state the effect on control risk,
inherent risk, acceptable audit risk, and planned evidence for each of the following
independent events. In each of the events a. through j., circle one letter for each of thi
three independent variables and planned evidence: I = increase, D = decrease, N = no
effect, and C = cannot determine from the information provided.

a. The client's management materially decreased long-term contractual debt:

each ofthe ten risk factors:

' Acceptable audit risk
' Inherent risk

Control risk
Inherent risk

Control risk
Inherent risk

Control risk
Inherent risk

' Control risk
' Planned detection risk

Acceptable audit risk I D N

Acceptable audit risk
Planned evidence

directlv to Required

previously

NC
NC

Control risk
Inherent risk

IDNC
IDNC

IDNC
IDNC

IDNC
IDNC

IDNC
IDNC

IDNC
IDNC

C
CPlanned evidence IDN

b. The company changed from a privately held company to a publicly held company:
Control risk
Inherent risk

Acceptableauditrisk I D N C
Planned evidence IDNC

c. The auditor decided to set assessed control risk at the maximum (it was
assessed below the maximum):

ID
ID

d. The client acquired a new subsidiary located in Italy:

e. The account balance increased materially from the preceding year without apparent
reason:

Control risk
Inherent risk

C Acceptable audit risk I D
C Planned evidence ID

f. You determined through the planning phase that working capital, debt-to-equity
ratio, and other indicators of financial condition improved during the past year:

NC
NC

NC
NC

IDN
IDN

Acceptable audit risk I D
Planned evidence I D

Acceptableauditrisk I D N C
Planned evidence IDNC
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g. This is the second year of the engagement, and there were few misstatements found in the
previous year's audit. The auditor also decided to increase reliance on internal control:
Control risk IDNC

h. The client began selling products online to customers through its Web page during
the year under audit. The online customer ordering process is not integrated with
the company's accounting system. C1ient sales staff print out customer order
information and enter that data into the sales accounting system:

Control risk IDNC Acceptableauditrisk I D N C
Plannedevidence I D N C

i. There has been a change in several key management personnel. You believe that
management is somewhat lacking in personal integrity compared with the previous
management. You believe it is still appropriate to do the audit:
Control risk IDNC

lnherentrisk I D N C

Inherentrisk I D N C

Inherentrisk I D N C

Acceptableauditrisk I D N C
Plannedevidence I D N C

Acceptable audit risk I D N
Plannedevidence I D N

C
C

j . In discussions with management, you conclude that management is planning to sell
the business in the next few months. Because of the planned changes, several key
accounting personnel quit several months ago for alternative employment. You also
observe that the gross margin percent has significantly increased compared with
that ofthe preceding year:

Controlrisk IDNC Acceptableauditrisk IDNC
Inherentrisk IDNC Plannedevidence IDNC

CASES
9-36 (Objectives 9-6, 9-7,9-8) Whitehead, CPA, is planning the audit of a newly obtained
client, Henderson Energy Corporation, for the year ended December 3L, 2013. Henderson
Energy is regulated by the state utility commission and because it is a publicly traded
company the audited financial statements must be filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC).

Henderson Energy is considerably more profitable than many of its competitors,
largely due to its extensive investment in information technologies used in its energy
distribution and other keybusiness processes. Recent growth into rural markets, however,
has placed some strain on 2013 operations. Additionally, Henderson Energy expanded its
investments into speculative markets and is also making greatff use of derivative and
hedging transactions to mitigate some of its investment risks. Because of the complexities
of the underlying accounting associated with these activities, Henderson Energy added

several highly experienced accountants within its financial reporting team. Internal
audit, which has direct reporting responsibility to the audit committee, is also actively
involved in reviewing key accounting assumptions and estimates on a quarterly basis.

Whitehead's discussions with the predecessor auditor revealed that the client has

experienced some difficulty in correctly tracking existing property, plant, and equipment
items. This Iargely involves equipment located at its multiple energy production facilities.
During the recent year, Henderson acquired a regional electric company, which expanded

the number of energy production facilities.
Whitehead plans to staff the audit engagement with several members of the firm who

have experience in auditing energy and public companies. The extent of partner review
of key accounts will be extensive.

Required Based on the above information, identify factors that affect the risk of material mis-
statements in the December 31, 2013, financial statements of Henderson Energy. Indicate
whether the factor increases or decreases the risk of material misstatements. Also, identify
which audit risk model component is affected by the factor. Use the format below:

Effect on the Risk of
Material Misstatement

Audit Risk Model
Component
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Stanton Enterprises Summary Financial Statements

Preliminary
I 2-5t-l 

'

Audited
l2-51-12

Cash

Trade accounts receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
lnventories
Prepaid expenses

Total cunent assets

Property, plant, and equipment:
At cost

Less accumulated depreciation
Total prop., plant, and equipment

Goodwill

Total assets

Accounts payable

Bank loan payable

Accrued liabilities
Federal income taxes payable

Cunent portion of long-term debt
Total current liabilities

Long-term debt
Stockholders' equity:

Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

$ 243,689

3,544,009
(r 20,000)

4,520,902
29,500

8,218,100

12,945,255
(4,382,990)
8,562,265

1,200,000

i119gg16s

$ 2,141,5s2
r 50,000
723,600

1,200,000

240,000
4,455,152

960,000

r,250,000
2,469,921

8,845,292
12,565,213

$r 7,980,36s

Combined Statement of lncome and Retained Earnings

Preliminary
12-51-13

Audited
l2-3',!-t 2

Sales

Cost of goods sold
Gross profit

Selling, general, and administrative expenses
Pension cost
lnterest expense

Total operating expenses

lncome before taxes

lncome tax expense

Net income
Beginning retained earnings

Dividends declared
Ending retained earnings

$43,994,931
24,197,212
19,797,719

10,592,221

1,117,845

83,376
11,793,442

8,004,277

1,800,000

6,204,277

3,891,015
10,095,292
(1,2s0,000)

$ 8,84s,292

$32,2s8,01s
19,032,229

13,225,786

8,900,432
865,030
104,220

9,859,682

3,356,104
I,141,000
2,215,104

2,675,911

4,891,015
(r,000,000)

$ 3,89r,0rs

9-37 (objectives 9-2, 9-3, 9-6,9-7,9-8) It is 2013 and you are planning the audit of
Stanton Enterprises Ltd (SS LTD) for the financial year end year ended 31 December
2013. SS LTD has its head office in New Delhi and manufacturing plants in Mumbai
and Bangalore. It sells to a wide range of mostly Indian and overseas mining companies
for both Indian and overseas operations. The company was listed on the Indian
stock exchange when your audit firm was appointed auditors. While actual financial
statements' real data has fluctuated over the subsequent years, the company has built an
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Required

enviable reputation of quality and service. In addition, judging from previous auditors'
information, the auditors have not observed any serious errors and problems with the
reliability of interim financial statements.

To meet the requirements, use the Financial Statement information Figure 9-8 with
the following information in the Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Combined
Statement of Income, and Retained Earnings and Additional Information to complete the
following requirements.

a. Identifr and support six significant audit risks and identify their major or medium risk.
Only include identified minor risks if there are insufficient significant risks.

b. Identifr and support two audit strengths. These must be discussed as strengths and not
as audit risks assessed as low risk.

c. With reference to your answers to a. and b., discuss if the overall audit planning risk
level is extreme, high, medium, or low.

d. With reference to your answer to c., identiff a quantitative dollar amount for planning
materiality if any, and support this with a discussion of more than one of the commonly
used bases.

Stanton Enterprises Evidence-Planning Worksheet to Decide Tests of Details of
Balances for Accounts Receivable

E
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o
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Acceptable audit risk

lnherent risk

Control risk-Sales

Control risk-
Cash receipts

Control risk-
Additional controls

Substantive te$ts o{
transactions-Sales

Substantive tests oI
transactions-
Cash receipts

Analytical
procedures

Planned detection
risk for tests of
details of balances

Planned audit
evidence for tests of
details of balan<es

Performance materiality
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e. The evidence planning worksheet to decide tests of details of balances for SS LTD
accounts receivable is shown in Figure 9-9. Use the information and your assumptions
to complete the following rows of the planning worksheet: Acceptable audit risk,
Inherent risk, and Analytical procedure. Also fill in performance of materiality for
account receivables at the bottom of the worksheet. Make any assumptions you believe
are reasonable and appropriate and document them.

INTEGRATED CASE APPLICATION-
PINNACLE MANUFACTURING: PART trI

9-38 (Objectives 9-Z 9-8)

In Part I of the case, you performed preliminary analytical procedures for Pinnacle
(pp. 263-265). The purpose of Part II is to identify factors influencing risks and the
relationship of risks to audit evidence.

During the planning phase of the audit, you met with Pinnacle's management team
and performed other planning activities. You encounter the following situations that you
believe may be relevant to the audit:

1. Your firm has an employee who reads and saves articles about issues that may affect
key clients. You read an article in the file titled, "EPA Regulations Encouraging
Solar-Powered Engines Postponed?" After reading the article, you realize that
the regulations management is relying upon to increase sales of the Solar-Electro
division might not go into effect for at least ten years. A second article is titled,
"Stick to Diesel Pinnacle!" The article claims that although Pinnacle has proven
itself within the diesel engine industry, they lack the knowledge and people
necessary to perform well in the solar-powered engine industry.

2. You ask management for a tour of the Solar-Electro facilities. Whiie touring the
warehouse, you notice a section of solar-powered engines that do not look like
the ones advertised on Pinnacle's Web site. You ask the warehouse manager when
those items were first manufactured. He responds by telling you, "I'm not sure. I've
been here a year and they were here when I first arrived."

3. You also observe that new computerized manufacturing equipment has been
installed at Solar-Electro. The machines have been stamped with the words,
"Product of Welburn Manufacturing, Detroit, Michigan."

4. During discussions with the Pinnacle controller, you learn that Pinnacle employees
did a significant amount of the construction work for a building addition because
of employee idle time and to save costs. The controller stated that the work was
carefully coordinated with the construction company responsible for the addition.

5. While reading the footnotes of the previous year's financial statements, you
note that one customer, Auto-Electro, accounts for nearly 1,5o/o of the company's
accounts receivable balance. You investigate this receivable and learn the customer
has not made any pa),rxents for several months.

6. During a meeting with the facilities director, you learn that the board of directors
has decided to raise a significant amount of debt to finance the construction of a

new manufacturing plant for the Solar-Electro division. The company also plans
to make a considerable investment in modifications to the properfy on which the
plant will be built.

7. While standing in line at a vending machine, you see a Pinnacle vice president
wearing a golf shirt with the words "Todd-Machinery." You are familiar with the
company and noticed some of its repairmen working in the plant earlier. You tell
the man you like the shirt and he responds by saying, "Thank you. My wife and I
own the company, but we hire people to manage it."

8. After inquiry of the internal audit team, you realize there is significant turnover
in the internal audit department. You conclude the turnover is only present at the
higher-level positions.
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Required

9. While reviewing Pinnacle's long-term debt agreements, you identifir several restric-
tive covenants. Two requirements are to keep the current ratio above 2.0 and debt-
to-equity below 1.0 at all times.

10. The engagement partner from your CPA firm called today noti4,ing you that Brian
Sioux, an industry specialist and senior tax manager from the firm's Ontario office,
will be coming on-site to Pinnacle's facilities to investigate an ongoing dispute
between the Internal Revenue Service and Pinnacle.

11. A member of your CPA firm, who is currently on-site in Detroit at the Welburn
division, calls you to see how everlthing is going while you are visiting Solar-Electro
in Texas. During your conversation, he asks if you know an1'thing about the recent
intercompany loan from Welburn to Solar-Electro.

a. Review Part I of the case and the situations in Part II and identifir information that
affects your assessment of acceptable audit risk. Note that only some of the situations
in Part II will relate to acceptable audit risk. Classify the information based on the
three factors that affect acceptable audit risk.

External users' reliance on financial statements
Likelihood of financial dfficulties
Management integrity

b. Assess acceptable audit risk as high, medium, or low considering the items you
identified in requirement a. (A risky client will be assessed as a low acceptable audit
risk.) |ustifi, your response.

c. Identifyinherent risks for the audit of Pinnacle using the information from Parts I
and II. For each inherent risk, identifli the account or accounts and the relevant audit
objectives that may be affected.

lnherent Risk Account or Accounts Affected Relevant Audit Objectives

@i:iirwiwffi ffiiwffiffili$M

RESEARCH PROBLEM 9-I:
MATERIALITY AND PERFORMANCE MATERIALITY

Required

Establishing materiality and allocation of materiality to individual accounts requires
considerable judgment. Access Dell's 10-K report with financial statements for the year
ended February 3,2012, from the company's Web site at wwwdell.com (follow links for
"company information," "investors," and "financial reporting").

a. Assume that your firm's materiality guidelines indicate that materiality should be
between three and six percent of net income before taxes. What percentage and
dollar amount of materiality would you use for the audit of Dell? Explain.

b. What asset accounts on Dell's balance sheet should be allocated the largest amount
of performance materiality? Explain.
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